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ABSTRACT
Legged robots present an incredible opportunity for humanity to conduct dangerous
operations such as search and rescue, disaster recovery, and planetary exploration without
ever placing themselves in harms way. The ability of a leg to more freely dictate its shape,
orientation, and length gives it tremendous mobility and adaptability demanded of a system
intended for operation outside of a controlled environment. However, one only need look at
the average cat, dog, or friendly neighborhood squirrel to understand the immense gap that
exists between what is possible of legged systems and their current set of capabilities.
Areas of study relevant to improving the performance of legged robots outside of the laboratory setting include navigation, path planning, actuator design, gait coordination, sensor
development, computer vision, localization and mapping, and so much more. This work
chooses to focus on a collection of three inter-related solutions for improving locomotion
over uneven terrain: force sensing, workspace analysis and motion planning, and terrain
classification. A newly designed, simple force feedback mechanism forms the foundation
by providing relevant information about the terrain. To make effective use of the sensor,
a method for generating simplified leg workspace representations and an algorithm for robust, offline motion planning are presented. The resulting foot trajectories are suitable for
adaptive control in a walking system. The final contribution is a novel approach for terrain
classification of terrain height information that gives a hexapod robot the ability to make
informed decisions regarding walking parameters. Results from a variety of tests in simulation and hardware prove the effectiveness of the approach and offer a path towards more
intelligent control.

vii

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Motivation
Mobile robots have the potential for use in many different fields, including search and

rescue missions, disaster recovery, and terrestrial or space exploration. In each of these
applications, the use of robots keeps humans out of dangerous environments while allowing
their operators to complete tasks they could not otherwise do so themselves. Wheeled robots
currently represent the majority of systems used in these applications, thanks in part to their
simple designs, inherent stability, and relative ease of control. While wheeled robots are well
suited to operation on relatively flat terrain, more complex environments with significant
changes in elevation or unstable substrate can prove to be problematic, thus limiting their
use in most of the aforementioned applications. Specialized designs such as the rocker bogie
suspension system in the NASA Curiosity rover can help mitigate some of these limitations,
but at the cost of additional complexity in mechanical design and control[1]. However, even
these more complex designs can still be limited by wheel size and the need for a continuous
path over or around obstacles.
In contrast, legged systems offer enhanced mobility and adaptability to complex terrains
by being able to both propel and provide support for the body using discontinuous foot placements. Most obstacles within the walking path can either be used as a foothold or stepped
over entirely. And while the performance of a wheeled system is primarily restrained by the
diameter of its constituent wheels or length of its tread, the ability of a leg to more freely
1

dictate its shape, orientation, and length afford it more choice in foot placement. However,
this enhanced flexibility comes at the cost of increased complexity in mechanical design and
control tasks. Because of this, legged robots have primarily been confined to university
laboratories or the research and development departments of large industrial corporations.
However, in the past 10-15 years the number of powerful microcomputers, advanced sensors,
and rapid prototyping tools available to roboticists has increased dramatically. The result
has been an increase in the number of robots capable of operating in less structured environments. There are now several practical, highly functional systems such as Boston Dynamic’s
Spot Mini[2], MIT’s Cheetah 3[3] and newly unveiled Cheetah Mini[4], and the ANYbotics
ANYmal[5]that are all capable of operating in complex, dynamic situations. However, as
highlighted by the results of the DARPA Robotics Challenge[6], there are still many problems
to be solved in order to make legged robots useful in complex environments.
The field of problems associated with legged robots is large and encompasses many disciplines. Fortunately, there is a significant amount of overlap with wheel and tread-based
robots in research areas such as localization and mapping, navigation, terrain classification,
computer vision, and path planning. These research interests generally apply to high-level
control of a robotic system that complement separate low-level, adaptive control designs for
activities such as using details from environmental maps to choose optimal footholds[7] or
coordinate complex activities such as climbing and jumping[8].
Low level adaptive controllers have been proposed in a number of forms. Robots such as
RHex[9, 10], Whegs[11, 12, 13, 14], and Sprawlita[15] implement adaptive controls through
mechanical preflexes. These designs seek to prove that reduced template models[16]of biological systems can achieve robust performance on uneven terrain through simplified mechanical
designs. By relying on compliance in its legs and actuators to handle perturbations, RHex
and its many variations have been made to walk, run [9, 17], jump[18], negotiate stairs[19, 20],
and even swim[21].
2

Others have utilized low-level gait coordination controllers to adapt to changes in terrain.
Robot II[22], BILL-Ant-a[23, 24], and Hector[25, 26] all utilize sensory-based networks for
coordinating the motion of neighboring legs and implementing local reflexes. These systems
make use of a set of rules[27, 28, 29] derived from extensive studies of the stick insect[30, 31]
that govern leg phasing through a combination of interleg communication and local sensory
integration. Additional work in this area has also shown that the cyclical output of phase
oscillators[32] and decoupled central pattern generators (CPG)[33, 34, 35, 36] can be modified
with local force or proprioceptive feedback and used to modulate leg phasing.
This work seeks to answer the question of how the traditionally high-level process of
choosing appropriate walking parameters can be integrated with and automated by a lowlevel controller on visually blind robots. Such a system would be able to apply its understanding of the terrain obtained through sensory feedback with knowledge of its available
workspace to make fast, intelligent decisions regarding parameters such as walking height
and speed. A robot capable of doing this would be more robust to changes in terrain without
needing to map terrain or require constant user operator input.

1.2

Objectives
The main objective of this work is to improve locomotion over uneven terrain by giving the

HexaBull III robot the tools to perceive, learn about, and act on its environment. If the robot
is capable of sensing and learning about its terrain, it can increase its locomotion effectiveness
by making informed decisions regarding its walking parameters. Previous research has shown
that foot force feedback information is useful for adaptation to changes in terrain height. It
is also possible that it contains information regarding terrain height and body support that
could be useful for broader decision making. To meet this objective, the robot must have
the following

3

• A mechanism suitable for sensing foot force feedback on uneven terrain
• An understanding of its own physical limitations and maneuverability
• The ability to utilize force feedback to adapt to changes in terrain
• A process in place to learn about its environment using only force feedback

1.3

Contributions
To meet the requirements above, three individual but related tools for improving legged

locomotion on complex, unknown terrain are presented in this research. The first is a simple
force feedback mechanism that equates rotation of a passive joint installed at the base of
each leg to the corresponding ground reaction forces. The mechanism is robust to nonperpendicular touchdown angles, making it ideal for use on terrain of varying heights. The
second contribution is a method for creating simplified workspace shapes usable for offline
motion planning and real time trajectory adaption. The final contribution is a method
for classifying terrain roughness using only force feedback information. This is useful for
making informed decisions regarding walking parameters, such as choosing a workspace
shape, walking speed, and walking height appropriate for the sensed terrain.

1.4

Organization
Chapter two briefly introduces the HexaBull III robot used as the platform of study and

the basis for all experiments presented in this work. The newest hardware revisions and
simulator model are discussed.
Chapter three presents a novel method for creating reduced complexity workspace shapes
for robust, offline motion planning suitable for adaptive control on uneven terrain. An

4

extruded parallelogram and two extruded rectangles are derived as workspaces for HexaBull
III and compared through tests on a random stepfield.
Chapter four introduces a mechanism for measuring ground reaction forces at the foot
through the rotation of a passive leg joint. The mathematical foundation for its operation
and experiments with a force-based control algorithm on HexaBull III robot are presented.
A discussion on parts of the Force Threshold-based Position controller along with its use in
different configurations are presented.
Chapter five introduces a novel method for classifying terrain roughness using only ground
support time information derived from foot force feedback. Tests on different terrain environments in an advanced simulator demonstrate its classification abilities and explore its
limitations.
Chapter six concludes the work by reviewing the contributions, limitations, and areas for
future work.
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CHAPTER 2
THE HEXABULL III ROBOT

2.1

Background
The HexaBull robots are a series of biologically inspired hexapod robots designed for

locomotion over uneven terrain. All three versions share the same basic configuration: six
identical legs distributed evenly down both sides of an elongated body. All three systems
are also capable of sensing ground reaction forces (GRF) through the rotation of a passive
joint in each leg. HexaBull I was the first system to implement this new force feedback
method by incorporating an additional actuator in each leg to act as a compliant torsional
spring through the use of a proportional controller. The measured rotation of this joint was
found[37] to serve as a suitable approximation for the GRF on the foot. This method was
novel in its ability to measure forces without limiting foot attack angles, relying on unreliable
torque measurement methods, or utilizing expensive sensors. In addition, moving the force
sensor off of the foot reduced the time and difficultly in experimenting with alternate foot
designs. HexaBull II built upon the success of HexaBull I by upgrading to more powerful
servos and relocating the compliant actuator to the base of the leg within the robot’s body.
Doing so reduced the inertia of the heavier leg and simplified the kinematic structure.
Both of these robots implemented a new force feedback-based control algorithm called the
Force Threshold-based Position (FTP) control algorithm. This algorithm made it possible
for both HexaBull I and II to walk over uneven terrain using only force feedback and without
any prior knowledge of the terrain. The FTP control algorithm was developed in response
6

Figure 2.1. The experimental hexapod HexaBull III. The robot utilizes a force feedbackbased algorithm to enable walking over uneven terrain such as the wooden stepfield shown
here.
to a need for a solution to some of the problems associated with the more commonly used
position control algorithm. A simple position controller is entirely feedforward and includes
no mechanism for adapting foot motion to the terrain. As its name implies, it simply sets
the height of the foot for each step and ensures it reaches this position during the stance
phase. While the position control algorithm is simple to implement and performs well over
relatively flat terrain, its feedforward nature often causes the system to perform poorly on
uneven terrain due to non-optimal foot placement. The FTP control algorithm looks to solve
this issue by utilizing force feedback throughout the stance phase to create simple, adaptive
behavior in each leg.
Using the position control algorithm as its base, FTP adds (1) a force feedback term,
(2) slow depress (δSD ) and slow elevate (δSE ) rates, and (3) a set of force thresholds, FL
and FH . The low force threshold, FL , indicates a leg is in contact with the terrain and is
weakly supporting the body while the high force threshold, FH , is an indication of strong
body support by a leg. During stance phase, the FTP algorithm takes as input the desired

7
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Figure 2.2. The states of the Force Threshold-based Position(FTP) controller during stance
phase. The controller attempts to achieved the operators desired body height, but prioritizes
body support as indicated by thresholded foot force levels. The various depress rates are
hand-tuned based on experimental observations.
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depression and current measured force on the foot, Ff , and chooses one of the following
actions described below and visualized in Figure 2.2
• Maximum Depress Rate - The foot begins stance phase by depressing towards zreq
at constant rate δM D ; Ff is ignored during this time. Once the foot reaches zreq it
transitions to one of the remaining states and does not re-enter the Maximum Depress
state until start of the next step’s stance phase.
• Fast Depress Rate - When Ff < FL the foot will depress towards the ground at a
constant rate δF D in an effort to make contact with the terrain and begin supporting
the body. If at any time weak support is lost, as indicated by Ff falling below FL , the
foot will re-enter this state. The desired depression is ignored during this state.
• Slow Depress Rate - When the foot has come into contact with the terrain, indicated
by Ff ≥ FL , but is still above the desired depression, zf oot > zdes , the foot will depress
towards zdes at constant rate δSD . A slow rate of depression is used to prevent body
instabilities caused by rapid adaptation of the foot to the terrain. As the foot continues
to depress Ff should increase, indicating greater support of the body.
• Slow Elevate Rate - If the leg has depressed past zdes and Ff ≥ FH , the foot is slowly
elevated in an attempt to achieve zdes . A slow elevation rate ensures the foot remains
in support of the body while also allowing it to be quickly stopped once Ff < FH .
• Maintain Depression Position - When the foot has depressed past zdes but Ff < FH ,
elevating the foot towards zdes could lift the leg from the terrain and lead to loss of
body support. To prevent this from happening, the foot is commanded to maintain its
current level of depression.
The overall goal of the FTP algorithm is for the foot to reach the desired level of depression while ensuring that the forces measured at the foot stay between FL and FH . From
9

the descriptions above it can be seen that FL acts as the transition point between fast and
slow depress while FH signals that the leg is sufficiently loaded to allow for some elevation.
Currently, the only purpose of the FH threshold is to bring the leg back toward the desired
level of depression.
In general, there are two basic principles that govern how the controller behaves: (1)
To ensure that Ff ≥ FL and (2) to attempt to achieve the desired level of depression.
Principal 1 is typically only violated when a maximally depressed foot is unable to make
contact with the terrain, such as when stepping into a hole. Principal 2 makes it clear
that the operator’s desired depressions is an important suggestion which is only prioritized
once sufficient support of the body is achieved. As an example, if the desired depression is
8 cm but the leg must depress further to 10 cm in order to support the body, the 10 cm
depression will be chosen. This behavior illustrates the FTP algorithms powerful ability to
autonomously adapt the leg to change in the terrain through the use of continuous force
feedback. Other robots have implemented similar force-threshold based control schemes [38]
to control the automatic adaptation of the foot in the vertical plane.

Figure 2.3. A front view of HexaBull III. The damped compression springs are visible through
the front opening.
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Figure 2.4. Redesigned leg of HexaBull III in the neutral state. The force applied to the foot
is approximated through the change in angle of the leg measured by an encoder at the hip.
A spring controls the compliance of the passive hip joint and resets the hip angle during the
swing phase.
2.2

Hardware
Figure 2.1 shows HexaBull III, the latest revision of the HexaBull line of biologically

inspired hexapod robots. It addresses some of the mechanical design issues of HexaBull II,
reduces the weight by 22%, and increases the robots maneuverability through an improved
motion planning process. Each leg contains three active DoF and is configured according to
Figure 2.4; the swing joint controls the fore-aft motion of the leg while the ab/ad and knee
joints control the lateral and vertical motion of the foot. All 18 active joints are powered by
Robotis Dynamixel MX-28s which run a PID joint control algorithm. Table 2.1 shows the
body and leg dimensions of the system.
A fourth passive DOF is placed at the hip where the swing joint servo connects to the
body. A magnetic encoder attached to this axis, θp , is used to measure the rotation of the leg
due to forces experienced by the foot. To keep the leg from rotating downward past the zero
position during the swing phase, a hard stop is placed behind the swing servo. A piston-style

11

Table 2.1. HexaBull III specifications
Item
Weight
Body Length
Body Width
Body Height
l0
l1
l2
l3
l4
l5

3.7 kg
60.0 cm
12.0 cm
8.0 cm
2.54 cm
2.56 cm
5.13 cm
7.44 cm
2.4 cm
10.1 cm

damped spring is mounted within the body of the robot and is attached via a bracket to the
back of the swing joint motor, illustrated in Figure 2.3. A second hard stop is used to limit
the rotation of the hip to approximately 7◦ . This spring backed encoder replaces the active
MX-28 servo previously used on HexaBull II [39] to accomplish the same task. Removing
six servos and their accompanying hardware accounted for significant weight and battery
savings.
A single Robotis OpenCM 9.04 board controls HexaBull III and features a 32-bit ARM
Cortex-M3 microprocessor running at 16 MHz with 20 KB of SRAM. This board generates
joint positions, collects and filters encoder output, and parses commands from a custom,
wireless remote.

2.3

Simulation
To aid in the development of the physical system, a simulated version of HexaBull III

was built using an enhanced version of the RobotBuilder simulation software[40] that uses
the DynaMechs dynamics engine[41]. The RobotBuilder software is a powerful tool for
the development of new robot designs and control algorithms. The included environmental

12

Figure 2.5. The simulated model of HexaBull III walking over an obstacle.
editing tool allows a developer to build a terrain map and alter its physical properties. The
most useful properties and the values used for them within this work are listed in Table 2.2.
The simulated model of the HexaBull III robot (Figure 2.5) was built to the exact physical
specifications of it’s real world counterpart, taking into account the weight of the entire
system with a 3-cell lithium polymer battery and an approximated center of mass. The
model emulates the passive hip joint, spring, and hard stops of the real system to create a
fully functional hip joint for the FTP control algorithm. The joint emulation is accomplished
by way of a PD controller. The gains were chosen manually comparing the hip angles of the
simulated and physical robots when standing on a tripod of three legs and a tripod of six legs.
Additional observational experiments were then used to fine-tune the gains. In the future,
a more rigorous tuning process could compare the foot force profiles of both systems during
walking to ensure they are as close as possible. The virtual hard stops are emulated through
a separate, high-value gain that acts like a spring with high stiffness when the passive hip
rotates beyond its allowable limits.
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Table 2.2. Environmental constants used in
Item
Gravity
Planar Spring Constant
Normal Spring Constant
Planar Damper Constant
Normal Damper Constant
Static Friction Coefficient
Kinetic Friction Coefficient

the RobotBuilder simulator
-9.8 m/s2
75000 N/m
75000 N/m
2000 N/m2
2000 N/m2
0.8
0.7

The control code for HexaBull III was modified to work with the simulated model. To
decrease the time and effort needed to maintain and develop code for these separate systems,
the code was rewritten in a manner that separated system-specific parts from those that
could be shared. The shared code now exists in a single repository where it can be used and
modified by both projects, making it possible to port changes back and forth between the
two systems.
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CHAPTER 3
WORKSPACE REPRESENTATION AND MOTION PLANNING

One of the key benefits of legged systems over wheeled and treaded vehicles is their
agility. Legs can be folded to fit through tight spaces, and can be extended to step onto and
over obstacles. Robots that competed in the DARPA Robotics Challenge [42, 6], along with
well-known systems like the MIT Cheetah [43] and the robots from Boston Dynamics, are
demonstrating the value of agility toward the negotiation of uneven terrain. Other research
into legged systems also seeks to get robots outside of the lab in order to address some of
the challenges of negotiating real-world terrain conditions [44, 45].
Agility is primarily a byproduct of the robot legs’ achievable workspaces. The workspace
is a closed form that can be difficult to describe analytically, so these spaces are typically
simplified before path-planning algorithms are generated. The size and shape of the resulting
workspace dictates the range of motion achievable by a walking system in a single step, where
larger workspaces typically allow for larger steps. The goal of this work is to adequately
simplify the workspace in a way that can be used during real-time walking, but in a way
that does not significantly limit the achievable range of motion. The authors generated
simplified parallelogram-based workspaces for each robot foot that results in longer step
lengths and higher foot clearances when compared to traditional approaches. Also, given
the available workspace, stepping patterns have been optimized through an offline search
algorithm to maximize the achievable motion per step.
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On horizontal surfaces, vertically depressing a robot foot into the terrain lifts the body,
but forward, sideways or turning motion is achieved through lateral ground reaction forces
and movement of the foot in the X-Y plane. The shape of the achievable foot positions in
the X-Y plane is different at each foot elevation, but each foot needs to achieve a prescribed
trajectory regardless of the terrain height encountered. A key challenge is the variable terrain
height, which is not only dissimilar from one step to the next, but also between legs synchronized with each other in the same step. All of this suggests that 1) the simplified workspace
may benefit from a height-variant shape, and 2) the pre-planned trajectory generation and
real-time stepping algorithm must account for the foot height.

3.1

Background
The workspace of a manipulator is classically defined as the set of all points that the end-

effector of the manipulator can reach with at least one orientation. Analytical evaluations
of foot workspaces appear in the literature [46, 47, 48, 49, 50], but the topic remains largely
understudied when compared to its potential value. There has been significant work done
more generally on other serial link and parallel manipulators, primarily arms. The goals
of these works have typically been to characterize the workspace quantitatively in regards
to reachability, maneuverability and orientability [51, 52, 53, 54], but these are secondary
interests for legged systems, which are concerned with overall maneuverability of the system.
Legged systems move through the coordination of multiple “manipulators” working in concert, all potentially at different elevations. So the workspace will be measured in this work by
the resulting achievable body motion, rather than through reachability or volumetric analysis. Stride length of the legged system is a function of the workspace in the 2-dimensional
(2D) X-Y plane, but walking will be performed on variable height terrain, so this requires
optimization in three dimensions.
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Some legged systems generate foot trajectories in joint space, but this is rarely documented [25]. Other systems [55, 56] explicitly define an extruded rectangle as the usable
workspace, also because of its mathematical simplicity compared to the full workspace, but
again there is almost no discussion of this in the literature. This work utilizes an extruded
parallelogram to increase the effective workspace when compared to rectangles. The parallelogram is generated in the Y-Z plane of the body for each leg to maximize its achievable
stepping height and reach, and then extruded in the fore-aft direction to form a closed shape
that describes the 3D usable workspace. The foot trajectory during stance is computed for
each leg on the X-Y planes of this extruded parallelogram. The algorithm presented here
accounts for stepping at any foot elevation since the robot has no information about the
ground height until the foot touches down, which may be several centimeters higher or lower
than the nominal foot depression realized when walking on flat terrain.
The contribution of this work is a method for achieving robust walking on uneven terrain
through a height-variant version of the workspace that takes on the shape of an extruded
parallelogram. Once the parallelogram is defined, the maximum achievable forward, side,
and turning step is computed, along with the support-phase trajectories of the foot that will
result in the desired motions. Although the foot trajectory is not a function of the terrain
elevation, the prescribed touchdown position of the foot, and ultimately its liftoff position,
are different for each terrain height. In order to achieve the same range of motion at all
terrain heights, the foot must operate closer to the body at lower terrains. When the stance
phase is initiated, the foot is depressed toward the terrain, whose height is unknown, and
also inward toward the body through the desired touchdown positions as a function of its
current foot height. This ensures that whenever the terrain is encountered, the foot will be
at or very near the prescribed touchdown position.
HexaBull III has no ability to measure the ground height, which is also not programmed
into the controller a priori. The goal of this work is the maximize the vertical range of
17

Figure 3.1. The foot coordinate frames for HexaBull III’s six identical legs. All lateral foot
positions (Y axis) are positive and increase toward the distal end of the foot. This violates
the right hand rule, but simplifies the robot’s leg controller.
the foot to compensate for variations in terrain height, and simultaneously maximize the
size of each walking step. Success will be shown by comparing the distance traveled over a
discrete number of steps using the parallelogram-based trajectories versus rectangle-based
trajectories.

3.2

Workspace Reduction
Each of Hexabull III’s six legs are identical in structure and are spaced evenly along both

sides of the body, as show in Figure 3.1. The workspace for each leg originates at the hip
and is defined by the set of axes shown in Figure 3.1. The motion of each foot is described
relative to its hip and can be subdivided by axis into fore-aft (X axis), lateral (Y axis), and
vertical (Z axis) components. The axis assignments on the right side of the body violate the
right hand rule, but keep the y-axis pointed away from the body.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.2. The workspace volume for a single leg in its complete (a) and truncated (b) forms.
To avoid collisions between ipsilateral legs the overlapping workspaces (c) are truncated (d).
The equations necessary to describe such a complex shape may be prohibitive for real-time
use, so a simpler form designed to cover as much of the workspace as possible is proposed.
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The main goal in developing HexaBull III is to evaluate the usefulness of force feedback in
blind locomotion over complex and uneven terrain. The control system needs the ability to
reference a stored representation of the workspace to validate the changing foot trajectories
in response to the terrain elevations. Figure 3.2a shows the total workspace of a HexaBull III
leg, generated by sampling a large 3D matrix of points and validated using inverse kinematics.
The workspace of each leg is truncated, as shown in Figure 3.2d, in order to avoid foot
collision between neighboring legs.
This complex shape that remains could be represented by a set of polynomial equations,
but the complexity of these equations may prohibit their use in real time. An extruded
parallelogram form is chosen to simplify the shape, but also encompass much of the actual
workspace. The process of creating the extruded parallelogram workspace consists of two
steps. The first step is within X-Z plane of the workspace, and identifies the available fore-aft
and vertical motion at a discrete number of y distances from the body. The second step fits
a parallelogram within the Y-Z plane of the available workspace in order to maximize the
vertical and lateral foot motion.

3.2.1

X-Z Plane

Figure 3.3 illustrates the general shape of a foot trajectory within the X-Z plane. In each
step, the foot moves from xstart to xend during the retract phase then back to xstart during the
protract phase. The vertical motion of the foot is controlled by the FTP control algorithm.
During stance, the foot can be anywhere between the dashed lines of zreq and zmin , which
represent the minimum required and maximum allowed levels of depression respectively. The
solid black line of zdes represents the desired level of depression the foot seeks as dictated by
the operator. During the flight phase, the foot is lifted to zmax to prevent collision with the
terrain as it is moved back towards the starting fore-aft position, xstart . HexaBull uses xmax
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Z (Vertical)

zmax
xmin

xstart

xend

xmax

X (Fore/Aft)

zreq
zdes

zmin

Figure 3.3. The X-Z motion of the leg during a step. The xmax and xmin values are the
largest and smallest possible achievable positions in the fore-aft direction. The xstart and
xend values are defined by a specific maneuver. The vertical motion during stance is defined
by a force feedback algorithm, which could result in the foot depressing to any value between
zreq and zmin . During flight, the foot is elevated to zmax .
and xmin values of 8 cm and -8 cm respectively, taking into account leg spacing, and the size
of leg hardware components that can collide.
Together, these independent movements in the fore-aft and vertical directions create the
basic trajectory pattern of a single step illustrated by the arrows of Figure 3.3. Finding the
zmax and zmin are the challenge of this subsection. A large zmax allows for high stepping,
and the large magnitude of zmin will allow for stepping down onto lowered terrain. The
available motion for the foot in the X-Z plane varies as the foot moves laterally toward or
away from the body, and again, the goal is the simplify the workspace without significantly
compromising the available range of motion in the Z direction.
Figure 3.4 shows two crossections of the X-Z plane at y distances of 10 cm (3.4a) and 20 cm
(3.4b). At each y distance, 9,165 positions were fed into the inverse kinematics algorithm
to determine if the point could be reached without violating any physical constraints of the
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robot. Each dot in the figure is an achievable position, and as expected the location of the
dots are dissimilar for different y distances.
An automated search algorithm adapted from [57] was used to find the largest rectangle
that is fully achievable among the dots in each plane (at each y distance). This rectangles
are highlighted in Figures 3.4a and 3.4b, and essentially describe the bounds for the foot
trajectory shown in Figure 3.3. Each rectangle will serve as the new achievable workspace
at that lateral distance. A total of 110 distances spanning y = 2.75 to 30 cm were searched
and tested for their largest achievable rectangle.
All stacked into the same figure and rotated toward the Y-Z plane, the side edge of these
rectangles can be seen in Figure 3.6a. The next step of the parallelogram-generating process
occurs in the Y-Z plane, by imagining these discrete rectangles as a continuous shape, as
shown in Figure 3.6b.

3.2.2

Y-Z Plane

During side stepping and turning, the lateral motion of the foot moves from ystart to yend
during the retract phase and then back to ystart during the protract phase. This is shown
in Figure 3.5. Work in the Y-Z plane seeks to optimize the available range of motion in the
lateral direction, resulting in larger side steps and turns. The 2D plot, Figure 3.6a, will serve
as the canvas for the parallelogram design.
The width of the closed form in the X direction of Figure 3.6b describes the fore-aft range
of motion. A 2D shape drawn in the Y-Z plane can be extruded to form the closed shape
that will become the leg workspace. It necessary that each leg has the same range of motion
at every height, so that the same hexapod maneuvers can be performed regardless of the
terrain height encountered. This has typically meant a rectangle in the Y-Z plane, which
gets extruded to form a box. That box is then considered to be the usable workspace of the
leg.
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Figure 3.4. The reachable points in the X-Z plane at a lateral distances of 10 cm (a) and
20 cm (b) from the hip. The largest rectangle that is entirely reachable is highlighted. This
process is undertaken for 110 lateral distances from 2.75 to 30 cm.
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Z (Vertical)
zmax

ymax

yend

ystart

ymin

Y (Lateral)

zreq

zdes

zmin

Figure 3.5. The Y-Z motion of the leg during a side step or turn. The ymax and ymin values
are the largest and smallest possible achievable positions in the lateral direction. The ystart
and yend values are defined by the specific maneuver. The vertical motion during stance is
defined by a force feedback algorithm, which could result in the foot depressing to any value
between zreq and zmin . During flight, the foot is elevated to zmax .
Compared to the original workspace, a rectangular shape requires fewer parameters to
represent the space and less computational resources to perform boundary checks, making
it suitable for real-time trajectory modification. Figure 3.7a depicts two different choices of
rectangles within HexaBull III’s workspace. The thinner, taller rectangle (dotted outline)
in Figure 3.7a has a vertical range of 19.25 cm, from 8 cm to -11.25 cm. This large range
comes at the cost of a very narrow lateral range of 3.25 cm. Because the motion of Figure 3.5
must fit within this workspace, the ystart and yend must be within 3.25 cm of each other,
which severely limits the amount of sidestepping and/or turning that can be achieved. The
shorter, wider rectangle (dashed outline) has a smaller vertical range of 15.5 cm, from 7.5 cm
to -8 cm, but more than doubles the lateral range with respect to the taller rectangle by
allowing up to to 7.25 cm. Because HexaBull III was intended to operate on uneven terrain,
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Figure 3.6. Two views of the approximated workspace after rectangle selection. The space
can be viewed as a collection of rectangles chosen in the Y-Z plane (a) or as a 3d volume
(b).
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it was desirable for the system to have access to as large a vertical range as possible in
order to cope with large variations in terrain height. However, being forced to compromise
a significant amount of lateral range in exchange for increased vertical range was not ideal
and served as the motivation for the parallelogram solution.
A parallelogram can be better tailored to the shape of the leg workspace with little to
no compromise. Figure 3.7a shows a parallelogram with a vertical range that matches the
taller rectangle and a lateral range that matches the wider rectangle. The parallelogram
does not reach the same height as the rectangles, meaning that the foot cannot reach as
high, but the workspace extends further down, allowing the foot to reach down further onto
sunken terrain. Obviously, there are an infinite number of possible parallelograms that can
be chosen, which is why this process cannot be fully automated. Users can select wider
parallelograms if large side steps will be more valuable to their system than high stepping
capacity.
In this results section, the single parallelogram shown in Figure 3.7a is tested against the
equal width and equal height rectangles to compare the performance characteristics between
the three approaches on uneven terrain. The chosen parallelogram is extruded along the X
dimension and shown in Figure 3.7b. This is the new workspace for the leg, from which the
trajectories will be defined.

3.3

Offline Body Motion Planning
The foot trajectory consists of motions in the fore-aft (X), lateral (Y), and vertical (Z)

directions over the course of a single step. The vertical forces lift the body, and are controlled
by a force feedback mechanism and algorithm which allows each leg to independently adapt
to changes in terrain height. The horizontal forces propel the body forward, to the side,
or through a turn, and will be the focus of this section. For any prescribed motion, foot
trajectories only need to be pre-planned for movements in the X and Y directions.
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Figure 3.7. A simplified workspace is created by fitting a parallelogram within the Y-Z
plane of the approximated space (a) and then extruded in the fore-aft direction (b). Two
rectangles, one of equal width to the parallelogram and another of equal height, are also
shown. Workspaces based on these three shapes will be compared based on their ability to
allow for walking and turning over uneven terrain.
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Figure 3.8. The cross-sectional workspace in the X-Y plane at the maximum height, zmax .
zmax
zmax
The (xstart , ystart
) and (xend , yend
) points are selected during the offline trajectory generation
process. The desired position of the foot mid step, (x, y) is computed as a function of the
start and end values, and the current leg phase, φ .
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Start
Position

End
Position

Figure 3.9. The overhead view of one tripod and the associated planar workspaces at the
start and end of a maneuver. The foot positions that can achieve this maneuver exist in
the intersections of the start and end workspace. The chosen foot positions for each leg are
selected to be in the middle of these spaces.
The cross-section of the workspace in the horizontal plane, shown in Figure 3.8, can
be thought of as the X-Y trajectory space for the foot at a particular value of z, or foot
height. Each horizontal slice of the extruded parallelogram is a similarly-sized rectangle
which allows for the same range of motion, but not at the same actual dimensions. This
makes it possible to pre-plan foot trajectories at one foot height that are guaranteed to work
throughout the entire vertical range of the foot. It will be shown later that when the leg is
depressed downward to initiate the stance phase, it must be moved inward toward the body.
But this section will discuss the process of determining the start and end points within a
single slice of the workspace.
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Figure 3.9 shows the cross-sectional workspace of the three legs before and after a maneuver. The green body and X-Y planes of the workspace define the start position of the
hexapod, and the red body and planes describe the end position. The red workspaces are
translated and rotated with the body. Any initial foot position outside of the green area
cannot be achieved, and any ending foot position outside of the red area cannot be achieved.
The foot trajectory will be defined by the start and end points for each motion from within
the available X-Y trajectory space. These start and end points will not be the same for
each foot and are relative to the origin at their respective hip (see Figure 3.1). Visually, a
maneuver is achievable if there is overlap in the start and end workspace planes for all three
legs.
The start and end points for each maneuver are not unique, so selecting a pair of points
can be arbitrary. For the sake of consistency, an algorithm was developed to use the central
starting point from among all valid start points. The 2D start workspace is gridded every
2.5 mm, and the coordinates at each grid intersection are checked to determine if they are
also in the end workspace. From among the set of valid points in both workspaces, a subset
is generated that contains all points that lie on the median x value. From this subset, the
point with the median y value is chosen to be the start point. Having found the start point,
the corresponding end point can be computed from the set of valid end points generated
earlier.
This process of finding valid start and end points is repeated for each desired maneuver
using an automated Matlab script that is given the X and Y ranges for each parallelogram at
the desired foot depression height. All of this occurs offline, and the start and end points are
saved in the control code. The real-time desired foot positions during walking are computed
as a function of the start and end positions, as well as the gait phasing. This process is
described in the next section.
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3.4

Online Foot Trajectories
A single step for the HexaBull III robot is broken up into retract-protract phases in the

fore-aft and lateral directions, and stance-swing phases in the vertical direction. The stanceswing phases control whether the foot is depressed in search of support or being lifted to
clear obstacles. The retract-protract phases control whether the foot is being used to propel
the body while the feet are in contact with the ground, or to lift off the ground and return
to the next starting position. The central clock, t, is modded by the stride period, Tstride ,
and then divided by Tstride to compute the phase signal,

φ(t) =

φ, by

t % Tstride
, (0 ≤ φ ≤ 1).
Tstride

(3.1)

This variable regulates the timing of the stance-swing and retract-protract phases in accordance to the step period, Tsride and a pair of duty factors. The retract duty factory
(0 ≤ dretract ≤ 1) controls the ratio between the time spent in retract and protract phases
while the stance duty factor (0 ≤ dstance ≤ 1) does the same for the stance and swing phases.
In HexaBull III, dstance and dretract were given values of 0.7 and 0.8 respectively. The higher
retract duty factor delays forward protraction until after the leg has begun elevating from
the terrain, which helps to prevent collisions with any elevated terrain. This period of postliftoff retraction is important because a forward-moving foot which collides with the terrain
can jerk the body backwards.

3.4.1

Fore-Aft

The pre-planned trajectory coordinates for fore-aft and lateral motions are executed with
a feedforward controller. A set of equations govern the motion of the foot in the fore-aft, or
x, direction according to

φ and dretract
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Figure 3.10. The fore-aft position over the course of several steps during forward walking.
The time spent in retract and protract phases is determined according to the stride period,
Tstride , and the retract duty factor, dretract .

φx =




 φ

dretract





(φ ≤ dretract )

,

(3.2)

1−φ
,
1−dretract

(φ > dretract )

x = xstart + φx × (xend − xstart ).
The axis-specific phase variable,
the overall step phase,

(3.3)

φx , is used to regulate the timing of the motion relative to

φ, and lies in the range (0 ≤ φx ≤ 1).

approaches 1. In equation 3.3, the use of

φx

As

φ approaches dretract , φx

as a multiplying factor means the computed

x value begins at xstart and approaches xend as

φx

approaches 1. When dretract <

φx decreases back towards zero, and causes x to decrease back towards xstart .

φ ≤ 1,

This method

interpolates between xstart and xend , producing the linear trajectories between the two points
shown in Figure 3.10 during both the retract and protract phases.

3.4.2

Lateral

Control of the motion in the lateral, or Y, direction is much the same with one major
difference. Figure 3.11 illustrates how the edges of the parallelogram lie diagonally across
the X-Y plane. From the previous discussion on motion planning, a reference trajectory is
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chosen someplace along the Z axis of the parallelogram workspace. As the height of the foot
changes, the location of this planar workspace relative to the hip shifts along the Y axis.
As the foot moves up, the planar workspace moves laterally away from the hip, and as the
foot moves down, the planar workspace moves laterally closer to the hip. For HexaBull III,
the reference trajectories are planned at the top of the workspace, or z = zmax . The shifted
start and end points, ystart and yend , are calculated as

zmax
ystart = m × z + ystart

(3.4)

zmax
yend = m × z + yend

(3.5)

zmax
zmax
where z is the current foot height, m is the slope of the parallelogram, and ystart
and yend

are the start and end points from the reference trajectory space. Once the shifted start and
end points are known, calculating the y coordinates are the same as those for x coordinates

zmax
y = ystart
+ φy × (yend − ystart )

where

φy

=

φx .

Though

φy

in its current form is identical to

(3.6)

φx ,

it is maintained as a

separate variable the event that different behavior is desired in the future.

3.4.3

Vertical: Position Control

The first method of controlling the vertical motion of the foot is the feed-forward position
control algorithm. The algorithm utilizes predefined vertical positions and depression rates
to generate foot trajectories. There are two vertical positions, required (zreq ) and desired
(zdes ), along with two depression rates, max depress (δM D ) and fast depress (δF D ).
The position zreq is defined as the minimum amount of foot depression needed to lift
the body off of the ground. For HexaBull III, zreq was set at -5 cm so that the robot could
pass over small obstacles when walking at the required depression. At the start of each
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step, the leg is depressed to zreq at the δM D rate. The δM D rate was hand tuned through
experimentation on HexaBull III to allow a foot to reach a desired vertical position as quickly
as possible without overshooting the goal.
The operator-selected position zdes lies between zreq and zmin (see Figure 3.3) and is
meant to raise the body of the robot to the operator’s desired height. At the beginning of
stance phase, the leg depresses towards (zdes ) at the δF D rate. This is slower than the δM D
in order to minimize drastic changes in body stability due to a foot coming into contact with
the ground.
The swing phase consists of two motions: lifting the leg to clear obstacles and quickly
depressing the leg to zreq just before the start of stance phase. During the swing phase, a
direction-specific phase variable, φz , is used to generate a linear trajectory between the final
height from stance and the maximum foot height, zmax

φz =

φ − dstance
1 − dstance

, (φ > dstance )

z = zdes + φz × (zmax − zdes ).
3.4.4

(3.7)

(3.8)

Vertical: FTP Control

When walking on flat surfaces, it is sufficient to choose a desired walking height in
conjunction with a feedforward control method. On uneven terrain, however, feedforward
control methods are insufficient without a mechanism to adapt legs to changes in terrain.
HexaBull III uses the FTP control algorithm described in section 2.1 to individually adapt
each leg to changes in terrain height. During stance, the legs operate between the required
depression, zreq , and the minimum allowable z value for the workspace, zmin . Over the course
of the stance phase, the FTP control algorithm seeks to depress towards the operator’s desired
level of depression, zdes , but is free to modify the vertical position of the foot based on force
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zmax
Figure 3.11. The foot motion of a right side step. The foot starts at the ystart
at the top right
of the parallelogram. As the foot is depressed toward the terrain, it is also pulled laterally
toward the body to stay on the inside edge of the parallelogram. When the zreq is reached,
the lateral motion of the maneuver begins, whether the leg has touched down or not. The
figure shows the trajectory of the foot at three potential touchdown heights, zreq , zdes , and
zmin . The foot is elevated before the lateral motion ends, and then is returned to the start
position during the protraction phase.

feedback. Outside of the stance phase portion o the step, the FTP control algorithm operates
just like the Position control algorithm for the Since feedback is not considered while lifting
during the swing phase, foot points are generated according to equation 3.8.

3.5

Experiments and Results
A set of walking experiments were performed to compare the effects of the workspace

shape on the performance of the robot under different conditions. HexaBull III was pro-
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grammed to take 20 steps over a test terrain using a tripod gait and the distance traveled
was measured. Two different test terrains were utilized. The first environment was a hard,
flat floor covered with a strip of artificial grass. All three workspaces should perform their
best on this terrain, and the data will serve as a baseline for more challenging terrain. The
second terrain, pictured in Figure 2.1, was a random stepfield composed of wooden blocks
with heights of 10.16 cm (4 in), 15.24 cm (6 in), 20.32 cm (8 in). While the stepfield was
generally arranged such that neighboring block heights were within 5.08 cm (2 in) of one another, there were some areas which placed the shortest and tallest blocks next to one another,
approximately a 10 cm difference. Each of the three workspaces detailed in section 3.2.2, two
extruded rectangles and the extruded parallelogram, were tested on both terrains while walking forward and turning in place. Each combination of movement, terrain, and workspace
were trialed five times.
Figure 3.12a shows the distance traveled over the course of 20 steps for all trials of
forward walking on the flat floor. All three workspaces performed equally well here, with the
parallelogram achieving an average distance of 181.41 cm, equal height 180.97 cm, and equal
width 181.72 cm. The close final results were expected since the fore-aft range, which heavily
influences forward motion, is uniform across all possible workspace shapes. HexaBull III’s
fore-aft range of 16 cm means that over the course of 20 steps, it could walk a theoretical
maximum forward distance of 320 cm. However, HexaBull III’s trajectory pattern, illustrated
in Figure 3.3, contain periods of pre-touchdown and post-liftoff retraction which do not
contribute to the forward motion of the body because the legs are off the ground. For
these experiments, HexaBull III was programmed to walk with zdes = zmin (tall walking),
leading to a significant amount of pre-touchdown retraction, where the leg retracts in-air
while depressing downward in search of the terrain. Post-liftoff retraction, used to avoid foot
collisions during flight, also reduced the time spent in propulsion of the body. Furthermore,
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overlap between the stance phases of leg tripods further reduced the achievable walking
distance.
Figure 3.12b shows the results for forward walking over the random stepfield. The increase
in terrain height variation affected each of the three workspaces to varying degrees. The most
heavily affected was the equal width rectangle. In comparison to the other two workspaces,
equal width saw a significant decrease in the average distance traveled, with four trials
averaging 34.21 cm (-81.2%) and a single trial reaching 58.91 cm (-67.6%) relative to its flat
terrain performance. The sharp drop in distance traveled can be attributed to the small
vertical range, which extends downward to only -8 cm. With the largest vertical distance
between neighboring blocks being approximately 10 cm, there were a number of places where
the foot was unable to depress far enough to make contact with the terrain. The smaller
vertical range also means the robot walked lower over the terrain, increasing the chance of
the body colliding with elevated portions of the terrain and preventing forward motion.
The parallelogram and equal height rectangle were not as negatively affected by the
terrain elevations, walking an average distance of 186.52 cm (+2.82%) and 153.98 cm (14.91%) respectively. The difference in performance between these two workspaces, which
are equal in height, is due to the placement of their vertical range within the workspace. As
noted in section 3.2.2, the top of the parallelogram is lower than the height of the rectangle of
equal height. This shift provided an additional 2.5 cm of vertical range during stance phase
that allowed the feet to better compensate for sunken terrain and ultimately walk with
increased body height. During testing, this difference led the parallelogram workspace to
experience fewer interactions between the body and the terrain that occasionally prevented
forward progress for the equal height rectangle. This is reflected by the difference in the
number of flat regions for the two workspaces in Figure 3.12b. The equal height rectangle
had its forward motion impacted at 12 s, 16 s, 21 s , and 25 s while the parallelogram was
only impacted once at 16 s.
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Figure 3.12. Distance traveled by each workspace on flat terrain (a) and the random stepfield
(b). The small vertical range of the equal width rectangle significantly hampered it’s ability
to deal with changing terrain height of the stepfield. The parallelogram was nearly unaffected
and the equal height rectangle experienced small decreases.
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Figure 3.13. Total rotation in degrees by each workspace on flat terrain (a) and the random
stepfield (b). The small lateral range of the equal height rectangle limited the turning ability
on both terrains. On the stepfield, the parallelogram experienced small decreases while the
equal height rectangle struggled due to it’s small vertical range.
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Figure 3.13a shows the total rotation achieved for a stationary turn on the flat floor.
HexaBull III was programmed to perform the maximum allowable turn for each workspace,
which were calculated offline as 17.21◦ for the parallelogram, 16.47◦ for equal height, and
7.96◦ for equal width. Like forward walking, the maximum possible turn radius was also
affected by in-air retraction and stance phase overlap. The results were consistent but varied,
with the parallelogram achieving 214.18◦ , equal height 93.35◦ , and equal width 181.37◦ . The
final results for the equal height rectangle highlight the effects of a compromise in lateral
range. In this case, the results translated to a per step rotation capability of only 4.67◦
for the workspace that allowed lesser lateral motion. Comparatively, the parallelogram and
equal width workspaces each achieved per step rotations 10.71◦ and 9.07◦ respectively. The
low per-step turn radius of the equal height rectangle makes the robot slower to respond
to turning commands and limits the speed and efficiency that it can navigate tight spaces.
Sidestepping is similarly affected by the decreased lateral range, but data is not provided
here for space considerations.
Figure 3.13b shows the results of the stationary turn on the stepfield. The equal width
is again impacted significantly by the increase in terrain complexity. Over the course of five
trials, four averaged 45.45◦ (-74.9%) and a single trial reached 59.6◦ (-67.1%). HexaBull III
consistently struggled starting around the 10 s mark and was observed spending most of the
time after that with the body resting on the stepfield as the feet failed to provide support.
As before, these issues stem from the small vertical range of the equal width workspace.
The equal height and parallelogram each achieved and average turn of 69.08◦ (-26.0%) and
184.39◦ (-13.9%) respectively, a modest decrease from their results on the flat floor.

3.6

Conclusion
The goal of this work is to increase the step size and step height of a hexapod system in

order to better negotiate uneven terrain. The achievable step size, whether it be a forward
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step, side step, or turn, is dictated by the leg’s workspace in the X-Y plane, and the achievable
stepping height is dictated by the allowable movement in the vertical direction. There are two
challenges with the workspace, however. First, the workspace is intractable and cumbersome
to use in equation form, so it is difficult to use the full workspace when attempting to design
foot trajectories that stay within the allowable bounds. Second, the achievable motion in
the X-Y plane varies with respect to the vertical foot position, which means that a body
motion which is possible to achieve at one particular foot height may not be possible at
other foot heights. And because each foot may interact with the terrain at different heights,
and all three legs in a support tripod must work together in order to achieve the prescribed
body motion, it is important to establish a range of motion that is achievable by each foot
regardless of its height.
This is what motivated the extruded rectangle in prior work. This subspace of the full
workspace ensured that the X-Y plane dimensions no longer vary with foot height, so that
whatever motion is achievable at the lowest foot position in the subspace is also achievable
at the highest foot position. This ensured that the desired body motion can be achieved
regardless of the terrain height encountered by each foot. The extruded rectangle reduces
the physical size of the workspace, which results in smaller achievable step sizes or step
heights. The parallelogram presented in this work seeks to increase the achievable step size
and/or step height in comparison to the extruded rectangle. The parallelogram maintains
the dimensions of the workspace at each foot height, so that the same range of motion can
be achieved, but varies the literal bounds.
Once the modified workspace has been defined, the trajectory of the feet can be defined
within this space. The trajectory generator seeks to optimize the step length or turn by using
as much of the sub workspace as possible. The vertical motion of the foot is largely dictated
by the Force Threshold-based Position (FTP) control algorithm described in chapter 2.
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Figure 3.14. A comparison between a parallelogram and a more complex polygon shape. The
ideas and methods presented here can be extended to any polygon shape provided that its
width in the Y-Z plane remains constant. A more complex polygon shape like the one shown
here could further reduce the compromise between vertical and lateral range.
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This works addresses a problem that exists in all legged systems. The benefit of legs over
other locomotion strategies is the versatility in motion, but this versatility is limited by the
achievable workspace. So in nearly every legged system, the largest possible workspace is
desired. The actual workspace is unusable in practical applications so the problem rests in
defining the largest possible usable workspace.
Visually, the parallelogram seemed like a reasonable shape to fit the workspace, but other
shapes are possible. Polygons of increasing complexity can be used with relative ease, as
long as their workspace in the X-Y plane remains constant with respect to the foot height.
The algorithm only needs to store and manage the slope changes in the polygon for use in
Equation. 3.5. Figure 3.14 shows an example polygon in the Y-Z plane that would allow for
more stepping height, side stepping and turning.
This process has broad applications for walking systems, regardless of the leg design.
Almost every legged system designed for uneven terrain can benefit from larger reach in the
vertical or horizontal directions. And the offline process of finding a parallelogram allows for
less computationally expensive use of the workspace in real time.
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CHAPTER 4
FORCE MEASUREMENT

4.1

Introduction
Legged animals provide a useful example for the potential of man-made legged systems.

Legged animals can walk, run, jump, climb and swim while foraging or in predator/prey
scenarios. For all of the impressive performance on display by some legged robots, particularly that of Boston Dynamics array of systems, the MIT Cheetah [43] and the those which
competed in the DARPA Robotics Challenge [6], legged systems are still not being used in
a meaningful way outside of controlled laboratory experiments. There are still very general
problems to overcome, and then there are issues specific to the scale and/or terrain a robot
is expected to encounter. This work addresses the problem of measuring ground reaction
forces in relatively small scale robots, when compared to the size of the before-mentioned
systems.
The HexaBull III system was designed to be small enough to walk underneath automobiles, but also capable of climbing over street curbs and up small stairs. To achieve these
tasks, the authors have found it necessary to incorporate force feedback from the foot/ground
interaction into the controller. The control system benefits from knowing which feet are in
contact with the ground, and if so, how much load is being supported by each leg. The demand of a continuously adapting, high-frequency leg controller requires a force measurement
mechanism that is accurate and responsive. Lag in the foot/ground sensor leads to sluggish
responsiveness to the terrain and compromised walking performance.
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4.2

Background
Researchers have used a variety of sensors and techniques for measuring foot forces. Two

common methods for measuring ground reaction forces (GRF) are force sensing elements
such as force sensitive resistors [24, 58, 59, 60, 61] and contact sensors [62, 63] placed on the
bottom of the foot. These devices function with little delay, but unfortunately only work
well when ground reaction forces are aligned with the force measurement device. When
walking on level terrain, the ground location is always known and the stepping algorithm
can be designed such that the distal leg link is perpendicular to the ground when contact is
expected to occur. Perpendicular leg placement is less likely on complex terrain, including
non-horizontal footholds and elevations. Figure 4.1a illustrates a common problem with the
use of directional force sensors. Because the distal leg link landed at a non-perpendicular
attack angle on the elevated terrain, the total ground reaction force sensed my be inaccurate
or missed entirely. This problem can be mitigated by requiring that the foot always maintain
an attack angle that is perpendicular to the terrain surface; unfortunately this severely
limits the available workspace and is impractical on complex terrain. Furthermore, force
sensitive resistors demonstrate considerable hysteresis unless properly calibrated [64] and
contact switches cannot distinguish between levels of force.
Strain gauges have been widely used and are considered simple and reliable to operate.
Accurate force approximation is reliant upon proper placement found through finite element
analysis of link structures [65, 66, 67]. Strain gauges are also at the core of many joint torque
sensors [65, 68]. Joint torques can be used to approximate forces applied to the foot using
kinematics of the leg configuration at the cost of additional processing power.
Joint torques can also be approximated from measured motor currents and have been
used on many robots [69]. This approach is advantageous because it requires no specialized
hardware beyond a current sensing device and does require information about the kinematic
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Figure 4.1. An example of a undetected ground contact (2a) when using an axial force
sensing device (2b) at the foot. Non-perpendicular attack angles decrease the amount of
force directed along the axis of measurement, resulting in higher numbers of undetected
ground contacts.
configuration of the robot. These simplifications reduce system costs as well as design and
maintenance efforts. Unfortunately, motor currents can be noisy, especially when walking
fast, and must be filtered before use in any calculations. Not only does the filter introduce
delay, but the correlation between current and torque is non-static and complicated to compute in real time. Alternative approaches to approximating joint torque have been developed
which do not rely on motor currents [65, 70]. Regardless of the measurement method used,
additional calculations are necessary in order to transform joint torques to forces on the foot,
introducing significant burden on low-powered microprocessors.
Another increasingly common approach is to use multidirectional force sensors. These
devices have been implemented using a variety of techniques [71, 65] but are also available
for purchase from companies such as SynTouch and Optoforce. Though they have seen
more extensive use in robotic grasping research [72], a number of high profile legged robots
have utilized them as well [73, 69, 50, 74]. Because these sensors are capable of measuring
GRFs along multiple axes, they can provide very detailed data for use in foot placement
and determination of foothold quality. However, the shape, sensitivity, and durability of the
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sensors requires considered placement. Since many of the cited robots do not give information
on the types of multidirectional sensors they are using, it is not possible to determine how
effective they are in measuring non-perpendicular attack angles. Furthermore, the durability
of the sensors in outdoor environments is notably absent from the discussion on their use in
legged robots.

4.3

Force Measurement Mechanism
A novel mechanism design utilizing the robot’s own body mechanics is being introduced

that addresses some of the drawbacks of the force measurement methods described above.
A planar view of the leg design is shown in Figure 2.4. Table 2.1 shows the body and leg
dimensions of the system. The operating principle is that as the ab/ad and knee motors
drive the foot vertically downward into the ground, the leg acts as a rigid body from the
hip pivot to the foot. The ground reaction force (GRF) is transmitted through the rigid leg
to generate a clockwise rotation about the hip pivot. A linear compression spring of initial
length `s,0 is mounted to oppose this clockwise rotation. Static torque equilibrium equations
are used to compute the GRF as a function of the change in spring length and its resulting
counterclockwise torque.
Figure 4.2 shows the hip rotation, θhip , and shortening of the compression spring when
the foot is in contact with the ground. The ground reaction forces at the foot work through
the rigid leg, modeled as rf oot , to cause a clockwise rotation about the hip pivot. This
rotation causes the upper spring anchor point to move closer to the lower anchor, resulting
in a spring length, `s .
The location of the upper spring anchor point, shown in Figure 4.2, can be computed by
 


y
pu 
cos(θhip + θp )

  = rspring 
pzu
sin(θhip + θp )
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Figure 4.2. The measurement mechanism reacting to typical(4a) and early(4b) foot contacts
with the terrain. The rigid leg can be approximated by a line, rf oot , that acts as a lever which
deflects the hip from its zero position by θhip degrees and compresses the spring to length
`s . The degree of hip rotation is dependent upon the magnitude of rf oot and the amount of
force directed perpendicularly to it.
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where rspring and θp are static values given in Table 2.1, and labeled in Figure 2.4. The spring
length is then computed as the distance from the lower spring anchor, p` , to the upper spring
anchor, pu by

`s =

q
(pyu − py` )2 + (pzu − pz` )2

(4.2)

where p` is fixed on the body with respect to the hip pivot, py` = -5.0 cm and pz` = -0.76 cm.
The magnitude of the spring force is then computed using the rest length of the spring, `s,0 ,
and spring constant, k = 2977.15 N/m by

fspring = k(`s,0 − `s ).

(4.3)

The spring force and the other components of the below equations are shown in Figure 4.3.
In order to find the torque about the hip pivot generated by this spring force, it is necessary
to find the angle, γ, between the applied spring force and the lever arm, rspring . To do this,
angles α and β need to be computed, where α is the angle of rspring with respect to the
vertical, and β is the angle of the spring with respect to the vertical. The angle α is found
by

α=

π
+ (π − (θhip + θp ))
2

(4.4)

The angle β is found using the atan2 function with the anchor positions to find the spring
angle, θspring , by

θspring = π − atan2(pzu − pz` , pyu − py` )
and then computing β as
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(4.5)

Figure 4.3. The Ground Reaction Force (GRF) at the foot can be approximated from the
measured rotation of the hip.
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β=

π
− θspring
2

(4.6)

With α and β known, the angle γ between the applied spring force and the moment arm is
found

γ = π − (α + β)

(4.7)

Torque generated by the spring is found using the component of the force tangential to the
moment arm

τspring = fspring × rspring × x cos(γ)

(4.8)

The torque generated by the spring force is then taken to be equal and opposite to the torque
generated by the ground reaction force, fGRF , which is assumed to be vertical because the
foot is commanded to push straight down into the terrain. This torque is computed by

τspring = −τf oot
(4.9)
fspring rspring cos(γ) = rf oot × fGRF .
The component of this ground reaction force that is perpendicular to rf oot is labeled as fperp
in Figure 4.3. The length rf oot is computed through forward kinematics as a function of the
motor positions. The angle θGRF is measured between fGRF and fperp by

θGRF = atan2(pzf , pyf ),

(4.10)

where the location of the foot, pf , is also computed through forward kinematics. Plugging
θGRF into (4.9) and solving for fGRF gives

fGRF =

rspring fspring cos(γ)
rf oot sin(θGRF )
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(4.11)

Figure 4.4. A comparison of the expected (dashed) and measured (solid) force data collected
with HexaBull III. The measured data demonstrates the relationship between hip angle and
force at the foot.
To verify the computed relationship between hip rotation and GRFs, a single leg of the
robot was placed on a scale and depressed in 1 mm increments. After each increment the
reading on the scale and the raw digital output of the hip encoder were recorded. The normal
force at the foot is calculated according to Equations 4.1-4.11 using the measured forces and
hip rotation angles. Figure 4.4 visualizes the force-rotation relationship through plots of the
expected and calculated foot forces. Only the normal forces were observed since the lateral
forces on the foot were not measured in this study.

4.4

Experiments and Results
Two experiments were conducted using the experimental HexaBull III robot. These tests

were designed to prove the operational capabilities of the improved hip encoder, explore
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Figure 4.5. The four test terrains used for experimentation. A variety of terrains were tested
including stairs (a), random stepfield (b), wooden beams separated by a full body length
(c), wooden beams separated by a half body length (d).
different controller arrangements, and help explain some of the physical nuances of the FTP
algorithm in action. The first experiment places the robot in four different environments
with uneven terrain and serves as a comparison of performance between the implemented
Position and FTP controllers. The second experiment helps to visualize the influence that
the δSD depression rate has on the physical reaction of the system.
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4.4.1

Complex Terrain Tests

To evaluate the effectiveness of the FTP algorithm on complex terrain relative to the
commonly used position control algorithm, the robot was tested on four different test terrains
shown in Figure 4.5. The stair (4.5a) and random stepfield (4.5b) terrains were designed
as analogs to some of the difficult environmental conditions in which legged systems are
expected to operate. The stairs used for testing are 12.7 cm (5 in) concrete steps with a
depth of 25.4 cm (10 in). The random stepfield was designed with inspiration from [75] and
consists of wooden blocks of heights 10.16 cm (4 in), 15.24 cm (6 in), 20.32 cm (8 in), and
25.4 cm (10 in). The blocks were placed such that there was never a difference of more than
5.08 cm (2 in) between neighboring blocks.
The remaining two test environments consisted of a set of equally spaced wooden beams
of size 8.89 cm × 13.97 cm (3.5 in × 5.5 in), where the inter-beam spacing of one was equal
to the robots body length (4.5c) and the other was equal to half the body length (4.5d). The
spacing was measured between the centers of consecutive beams. The taller side of the beam
was oriented vertically and a single 3.81 cm × 6.35 cm (1.5 in × 3.5 in) board was placed
in front of the first beam to guarantee the robot would successfully mount the first beam.
These two environments were designed to test a hypothesis that the adaptive capabilities of
the FTP algorithm would prevent the body of the robot from getting stuck in the “valley”
between beams.
The robot was commanded to walk 20 steps over a selected test terrain using a single
control scheme and the distance traveled was recorded. For each combination of terrain
and controller, 10 such trials were conducted and the mean and standard deviation of the
distance traveled were computed. To determine the feasibility of simplifying future systems,
three variations on the number of legs controlled by the FTP algorithm were tested: All
legs, front-and-middle legs only, and front legs only. It was hypothesized that using FTP
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on the front legs alone would see no decrease in performance relative to using it on all legs,
making future versions of HexaBull easier to design, build, and maintain. Figure 4.6 shows
the plotted mean and standard deviations for each of the four leg controller configurations
on each terrain.
Comparing the position control (POS) and FTP on all legs (ALL), the FTP algorithm
consistently outperformed position control by achieving a higher average distance traveled
and lower standard deviation for all test environments. Looking at only the average distance
traveled, position control seemed to perform equally well on the stairs and stepfield while
FTP struggled on the stairs. However, the high standard deviation of 26.51 cm for the
stepfield trials revealed a large difference in performance for position control between the
two terrains. The front-and-middle (FM) and front-only (F) FTP configurations appeared
to show consistent performance outcomes proportional to the number of legs utilizing FTP.
For all test environments, it was shown that fewer legs utilizing FTP lead to a lower average
distance traveled. With the exception of the stair environment, a similar trend showed that
fewer legs utilizing FTP lead to higher standard deviation of the results. On the stairs,
the front-only configuration reported a lower standard deviation (10.15 cm) than the frontand-middle configuration (14.21 cm). Interestingly, the stairs proved to be more taxing for
the reduced leg FTP configurations than for the position controller; both traveled shorter
average distances and showed higher standard deviations. The reason for this discrepancy
is unclear. On the remaining test environments, the front-only configuration performed
marginally better than the position controller.
The same trends above carried over to the beam environments; in both cases, all configurations of the FTP algorithm performed better than position control and increasing the
number of legs utilizing FTP also increased performance. On the full-body-spaced beams,
the position controller exhibited a decrease of 31.9 cm in the average distance traveled and
an increase in standard deviation, 28.15 cm vs. 10.74 cm, when compared to trials on the
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Figure 4.6. Error bars for the distance traveled after 20 steps on the test terrains. The plots
correspond to experiments on stairs (a), random stepfield (b), wooden beams separated by a
full body length (c), and wooden beams separated by a half body length(d). Using the FTP
controller on all legs achieved the greatest average distance traveled and the lowest variation
in final results.
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half-body-spaced variation. During testing, the robot was often observed becoming stuck in
a front-down orientation within the space between two beams when using the position controller. Every trial ended in this orientation with the body pushed up against the next beam,
where it was difficult for the front feet to gain the traction necessary to mount the next beam
and continue forward. This was only observed on the full-body-spaced beam environment;
for six trials, the robot became permanently stuck between the first and second beams and
for the remaining four it became permanently stuck between the second and third.
In contrast, using the FTP controller on all legs only saw a 1.4 cm decrease in average
distance traveled and little to no change in standard deviation, 2.00 cm vs. 3.13 cm, when
making the same comparison. Surprisingly, the front-only configuration demonstrated a large
difference in performance between the two beam environments similar to position control. On
the full-body-spaced beam environment it exhibited a 29.30 cm decrease in average distance
traveled and a large increase in standard deviation, 26.87 cm vs. 8.73 cm, when compared to
trials on the half-body-spaced variation. It was also observed becoming permanently stuck
in a front-down orientation between the first and second beams three times and between
the second and third beams five times. For the two remaining trials, the robot became
temporarily stuck between the first and second beams before continuing. Inexplicably, the
front-and-middle configuration flipped the trend and performed better on the full-bodyspaced beams than it did on the half-body-spaced beams. On the full-body-spaced beam
its average distance traveled was 12.5 cm higher than on the half-body-spaced beams. The
standard deviation was higher, 8.33 cm vs. 3.16 cm, on the full-body-spaced beams, but
could be attributed to two trials of 145 cm and 138 cm which brought down the otherwise
high average of 160.25 cm.
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Figure 4.7. The effects on body height for variations in slow depress rate (δSD ) when stepping
up onto a 11.1 cm platform. Lower δSD prevented the robot from reaching the desired walking
height on the platform while higher rates lead to stability issues.
4.4.2

The Influence of Slow Depress

Past observations [37] on the influence of the slow depress rate (δSD ) were shown to
affect the speed of adaptation to increases in terrain height, but were limited to simulated
environments. To better understand the effects on a physical system, a similar experiment
was performed with the HexaBull robot. A platform, assembled from a rectangular array of
wooden planks measuring approximately 11.1 cm (4.37 in) in height and 84 cm (33.07 in)
in length, was used to model a sudden increase in terrain height. HexaBull was commanded
to walk forward, where it would step up onto the platform and continue walking until it
reached the edge. The robot was fitted with reflective markers and data on the height and
orientation of the body were collected using four OptiTrack V100:R2 motion capture cameras
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Figure 4.8. The pitch and roll of the robot’s body when stepping up onto a 11.1 cm platform.
and smoothed using a Butterworth filter in Matlab. Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show body height
and orientation respectively for a selection of tested depress rates.
As expected, δSD had a significant impact on the robot’s adaptability to changes in
terrain height. From Figure 4.7, higher δSD values resulted in faster adaptation, allowing
the robot to mount the platform and return to its original walking height sooner. As the
δSD value decreased, the rate of adaptation decreased as well. When using lower rates of
1 cm/s and 2 cm/s , the platform’s limited length prevented the robot from returning to its
original walking height before reaching the end of the platform.
The selection of δSD was also observed to have an effect on the degree of “smoothness”
with which the robot completed the task. As the value of δSD was increased, the robot experienced an increase in the number of missed foot contacts and generally appeared unstable
as a result. These observations were backed up with body pitch and roll values obtained
from the motion capture data. Table 4.1 contains the minimum and maximum roll and pitch
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Table 4.1. Values for pitch and roll recorded when stepping up onto a 11.1 cm platform.
Negative values correspond to right leaning roll and front-up pitch. The difference (∆)
between the minimum and maximum values helps to normalize the data and illustrate the
effects of changing δSD on body orientation.

δSD = 1 cm/s
δSD = 2 cm/s
δSD = 3 cm/s
δSD = 4 cm/s
δSD = 10 cm/s
position control

Min
-1.764
-1.975
-1.272
-2.533
1.098
7.171

Roll (deg)
Pitch (deg)
Max
∆
Min
Max
∆
-6.509 4.746 0.277 -5.297 5.574
-11.279 9.305 -0.561 -6.932 6.372
-7.411 6.139 -0.513 -8.078 7.565
-8.732 6.199 0.463 -9.615 10.077
-9.944 11.042 1.612 -11.604 13.216
-14.732 21.902 -0.617 -13.962 13.344

angles for all tested values of δSD and position control. The difference between the minimum
and maximum angles, shown as ∆, was also calculated to indicate the absolute range of
each motion direction and as a rough normalization of the data for comparison. As δSD
was increased, the maximum pitch and total range consistently increased as well, with the
difference in total range between δSD = 10 cm/s and position control considered negligible.
The top subplot of Figure 4.8 further demonstrates this relationship while also highlighting
the difference in speed of adaptation between FTP and position control.. The roll angle was
similarly affected by increases in δSD , albeit with some inconsistency. With the exception of
δSD = 2 cm/s, an increase in δSD roughly correlated to an increase in both maximum and
total range of roll. In comparison to position control, the FTP algorithm also appeared to
significantly reduce the amount of roll experienced by the robot; the ∆ value for position
control was nearly twice as high as that of δSD = 10 cm/s. This is easily confirmed by simply
looking at the considerably larger peak to trough difference in the data for position control
in the bottom subplot of Figure 4.8. Unfortunately, there was no recorded cause for the
sharp increase in roll when using δSD = 2 cm/s.
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4.5

Discussion
A reliable, low-cost force measurement mechanism and feedback-integrated walking al-

gorithm were presented here. Experimental results on a hexapod robot implementing these
features demonstrated the benefits of reliable and continuous force feedback during locomotion over uneven terrain. On complex terrain, the robot was able to travel further and with
higher consistency in most cases when using force feedback despite having no prior knowledge of or ability to visually analyze its environment. The results also showed a consistent
decrease in performance associated with fewer legs integrating force feedback. This outcome
contradicted our hypothesis that removing force sensing capabilities from all but the front
legs would not negatively impact performance. This appears to stem from the conflicting
priorities which govern foot motion in the position control and FTP algorithms. Since the
position control algorithm does not “listen” for changes in the environment, the legs using
position control counteracted any benefits gained from the use of FTP on the remaining legs.
On uneven terrain the lack of feedback in some legs led to unpredictable behavior as
those using position control failed to account for changes in terrain height, translating to
body disturbances observed during testing. The poor performance of position control and
front only variation of FTP on the full body length beam environment were the strongest
evidence for this problem. In these trials, the use of position control on the rear and middle
legs often forced the body into an extreme, front-down orientation that pushed the front
of the body firmly against the side of the next beam. Using FTP on the front legs had a
minor positive influence by decreasing how quickly the body pitched downward, leading to
fewer trials ending at the second beam. Increasing the number of legs integrating feedback
drastically reduced the amount of extreme pitching that impeded progress and led to better
results.
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Though the effects of body orientation were not measured here, the results from the
beam environments showed how drastic changes could negatively impact the robot’s ability
to safely and effectively navigate its environment. In this context, the results of the platform
experiment, where the FTP controller was capable of limiting the pitch and roll of the body,
could prove to be important for even more complex environments. These findings as a whole
demonstrate the importance of force feedback to the walking process and its centrality to
successful adaptability on diverse terrain. They also point toward an indirect form of coordination between non-communicative leg controllers that stabilizes the body and minimizes
the impact of large changes in terrain. If force feedback serves as the common factor linking
the legs together, it then follows that removing feedback from any leg should prevent it from
coordinating with the others. More rogue legs would lead to more unpredictable behavior,
lining up with the results presented here.
An alternative way to view the FTP algorithm is as a filter designed to limit the impact
of noisy terrain on the walking height and orientation of the robot’s body. This filter is
subdivided into two parts: leg adaptation and body adaptation. The leg adaptation component is designed to filter out small outliers in terrain height by depressing each leg until
touchdown is sensed. This prevents the body from being affected by every change in terrain
height, reducing the magnitude of any pitch and roll. The body adaptation component sets
the speed at which the body adapts to the prominent features of the terrain using slow
depress (δSD ) and elevate (δSE ) rates. In this sense, these rates act as tunable, sensitivity
controls which affect the robot’s body adaptation speed.
The platform experiment in this work helped to better characterize the affects of the δSD
rate on body adaptation and orientation. The results showed that selecting an appropriate
value for δSD requires taking into consideration the desired performance characteristics. It
also found that, like any traditional signal filter, there are limits to how effective the system
can operate at the extreme ends of sensitivity. If a faster adapting system which closely
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follows the terrain is desired, a higher δSD rate is necessary. Care must be taken to avoid
using too high a value, however; the results indicated that as δSD is increased, the amount
of pitch and roll observed with position control can be seen with the FTP algorithm. At the
opposite end of the spectrum, low values of δSD decrease the speed of adaptation, allowing
the robot to maximally reject disturbances in the terrain. This too has its faults though,
since adapting too slowly could prevent the body from raising high enough to adequately
deal with successive obstacles such as stairs. In such a scenario, the body would collide with
the terrain more often, impeding progress over the terrain and potentially damaging the
robot.
HexaBull III currently uses δSD = 2 cm/s which seems to work well on a wide variety
of terrains, but the results presented in this work have shown that a higher δSD , between 3
and 4 cm/s, could increase the robot’s responsiveness to terrain while still limiting negative
effects on body pitch and roll. Because δSD is currently chosen manually offline, choosing
a single value means having to strike a balance between responsive adaptation and smooth
control of the body orientation. Though it was not discussed in this work, the δSE rate
affects the adaptation properties of the body in much the same way as δSD , but for decreases
in terrain height instead. As with the choice of δSD , δSE is also chosen manually offline to
suit as wide a variety of terrains as possible.
Though much of the attention so far has been given to the FTP algorithm, the force
measurement mechanism is equally responsible for the success of HexaBull III in such a
wide variety of environments. Demanding environments such as the stairs and wooden
beams would generally prevent a robot of HexaBull III’s size from using force feedback if the
measurement mechanism limited the foot to perpendicular attack angles. Additionally, the
results underscore the importance of having a responsive, reliable means of measuring force
which enables the robot to adapt quickly and efficiently. The success of the FTP algorithm
is working proof of the mechanism’s applicability and reliability in demanding conditions.
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The unique operational theory and design of the mechanism, while effective, is not without its faults, however. Perhaps its largest drawback is that it contributes to a loss of
approximately 1-2 cm in body height as the leg rotates. This “sag” is visually evident in
the data as the sharp changes in body height in Figure 4.7, and varies with the number
of legs supporting the body. For most of the stride period, there is only a single tripod of
three legs on the ground, so the robot’s weight is distributed evenly among the legs. During
times when the stance phase of both tripods overlap, the robot’s weight is distributed across
all six legs, decreasing the amount of hip rotation and resulting body sag. As one of the
tripods transitions to the swing phase, the legs left in stance experience a sudden increase in
load that increases the amount of hip rotation and leads to an increase in body sag. While
the total body height lost is fairly small, any loss is undesirable given the size of the robot
relative to the scale of the terrains tested in this work.
Unfortunately, this side effect is unavoidable as a result of the mechanism’s reliance
upon the measurable rotation of the hip joint. This problem is currently mitigated using
an adjustable hard stop that limits the maximum amount of hip rotation. A stiffer spring
would also help, but would decrease the sensitivity of the force measurement mechanism. To
help compensate for sag, the foot coordinates could be altered in real time by the control
system during walking at the expense of additional computational time. This approach is
also limited in effectiveness when the foot is already at or near the edges of the workspace.
Another problem inherent in the mechanism design are body height oscillations, evident
following a body support transition in Figure 4.7. This issue is believed to be the result
of insufficient damping of the spring. Alternative spring placement and damping solutions
could help address this problem.
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4.6

Conclusion
The force measurement mechanism and feedback-integrated algorithm presented here are

steps in the right direction for creating robots capable of operating in real world environments. In order to take on more complex and diverse environments, the HexaBull III robot
will need further refinements to deal with some of the pitfalls noted here. Dealing with sag
from the measurement mechanism and finding alternative damped spring solutions are of
high priority. In addition, the current configuration of the leg is ill suited for steep inclines,
as evidenced by lower average performance on the stairs. The makers of LAURON V noted
that increasing terrain incline placed higher torque demands on the swing motor to the point
of failure [76]. Those authors solved this problem by adding a fourth active joint to LAURON V which allowed the leg to rotate in accordance with the terrain incline to reduce the
torque demands on the swing motor. A similar design is currently being tested on a new
robot being designed for stair climbing, but could be added to HexaBull III as well.
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CHAPTER 5
TERRAIN HEIGHT CLASSIFICATION

Two major improvements aimed at helping the robot adapt to its terrain have been
presented so far. The improved force feedback mechanism enhances HexaBull III’s ability
to sense the terrain. The addition of a simplified workspace allows for robust offline motion
planning and presents the robot with an efficient method for online trajectory modifications.
The simplified workspaces also enable the designer the ability to easily tailor workspace
shape to a set of performance requirements. Together, these modifications allow the robot to
understand how the environment is affecting each step and provide a path for fast adaptation.
The intended goal for a system like HexaBull III is to be able to operate within complex,
natural environments as safely and efficiently as possible. With only low level mechanisms
for adaptation, the robot can modify foot trajectories on a step-by-step basis to account for
changes in terrain height, but requires an operator to make decisions regarding parameters
such as desired walking height and speed. For the robot to make such decisions itself, a
method for sensing and maintaining knowledge regarding the environment is needed. This
section presents a terrain classification method with the goal of providing HexaBull III a
mechanism for automatically choosing walking parameters to match the sensed terrain.

5.1

Background
One of the most promising features of mobile robots are the potential role they can play in

hostile environments. Dangerous environments such as disaster zones and planetary surfaces
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are a perfect setting for highly capable robots to act within. Such challenging environments,
however, also come with operating conditions which severely test the locomotion capabilities
of wheeled, tracked, and legged systems alike. Complex, natural environments such as these
may be made up of terrain which varies in composition, material properties, and height
variations.
A variety of methods have been proposed for performing terrain classification on mobile
robots. System independent sensory modalities such as cameras[77, 78, 79], lidar[80, 81],
and IMUs[82] are commonly used by wheeled, tracked, and legged systems alike. Constant
contact between wheels and the terrain makes vibration-based methods of classification a
common approach[83, 84]. Because the quality of the results can be impacted by the properties of the wheel or track, others have chosen to implement specialized hardware[85] to
measure surface vibrations directly.
For legged robots, a variety of feedback methods have been used for terrain classification.
On legged robots vibration information is translated through the legs and leads to oscillations
in the body, which is best measured through IMUs and is a common form of feedback[86,
87]. Inertial information, leg joint angle, and motor currents were used by [86] to detect
environmental changes for automatic transitions between walking and swimming gaits for a
hexapod robot. Joint positions were also used by [88] to differentiate between four types of
outdoor terrain.
Of special interest for this work is the use of force feedback for terrain classification.
Previous work[37] with the HexaBull robots has demonstrated the effectiveness of force feedback as a means of conveying ground contact information suitable for real time adaptation to
changing terrain height. Others have also used force feedback from legged robots in terrain
classification problems. In [89], data from three force sensitive resistors built into the shank
of a robotic leg were used along with motor current readings to classify between four surface
shapes and four surface roughnesses. A novel sensor for detecting GRF on a two legged
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runner[90] showed success in using force feedback to differentiate between four different terrain surfaces with different properties. Force/Torque sensors mounted on the bottom of a
hexapod robot[91] were used to differentiate between 12 different terrains ranging from a flat
floor to large rocks using a hexapod robot.
All of the approaches above fall into one of two categories: classifying between learned
(1) material types (grass, concrete, rocks) and/or (2) material properties (soft, slick, hard).
These approaches are all useful for fine tuning walking parameters, however, the variety of
terrains test in these works are nearly all limited to small terrains that the robot could walk
over with no major struggle. As previously mentioned, another common aspect of natural
terrain is the variation in height. Legged systems are well suited to navigating changes
in terrain height because of their ability to maneuver feet around or over obstacles. Path
planning methods for determining foot placement often use cameras or lidar approaches
for understanding terrain height. To the best of the author’s knowledge, there is no work
demonstrating terrain height classification based on force feedback information alone. This
work seeks to fill that gap by exploring the usefulness and limitations of force feedback in
terrain height classification.

5.2

Classifier Design
The main contribution of this chapter is a method for classifying terrain based on height

variation without any prior knowledge of its structure. The classification strategy is designed
to use ground contact information derived from force feedback to train a Support Vector
Machine (SVM). This SVM classifier is trained to discern between terrains placed into three
classes according to amount of height variation: flat, mild, and rough. These three classes
were chosen to correspond to the three extruded parallelogram workspaces illustrated in
Figure 5.1. The workspaces are designed according to the methodology outlined in chapter 3.
Their size and placement within the red outline of the reduced workspace volume are tailored
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Figure 5.1. Parallelogram workspaces used by the HexaBull III. Each workspace is paired
with a desired walking height and speed chosen that corresponds to a performance profile
suitable for each terrain class.
to the flat, mild, and rough terrain classes. Each workspace also comes paired with a desired
walking height and walking speed suitable for the corresponding terrain class.

5.2.1

Theory of Operation

HexaBull III evaluates force feedback values every 10 ms to determine support information and make decisions on a leg’s vertical velocity. The force feedback can be used during
the stance phase to infer ground contact information that reflects how the robot’s legs are
interacting with the terrain. The touchdown time of the foot contains useful information
about the terrain height and is easily obtained by recording the time at which the foot force
rises above the low force threshold. Figure 5.2 illustrates the touchdown times for 34 steps of
the simulated HexaBull III robot on two different terrain heights. This figure demonstrates
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Figure 5.2. The contact times for the robot walking on 1 cm and 5 cm terrain. The mild
terrain workspace was used to collect this data.
well a general trend through which terrain roughness can be evaluated - that increasing
terrain roughness leads to increasing amount of variation in touchdown times. We hypothesized that this information could be used to classify terrain by group according to variation
in height.
The careful observer might have noticed that some of the touchdown times in Figure 5.2
are negative. This is possible because there are two different periods within a step when the
foot can come into contact with the ground. As a visual aid, Figure 5.3 replicates the XZ
plane foot trajectory pattern introduced in section 3.2.1 and highlights the portions where
forces are monitored for ground contact. The first period where ground contacts are sensed
is during depression from the swing height zmax to the minimum required depression zreq
and is highlighted in blue on Figure 5.3. The touchdown times are recorded relative to the
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Figure 5.3. The basic trajectory pattern for motion of the foot in the XZ plane of the leg
coordinate system. The highlighted segments denote the time during the step when the force
readings are used to infer ground contact status. The blue segment represents the end of the
swing phase when the leg is being depressed toward zreq . The red segments represent the
stance phase.
start of stance phase, so when the foot signals ground contact during this initial depression
phase the recorded times are negative. The second period of depression is during the normal
stance phase of a step. The stance phase begins with the foot at the vertical position zreq
and depresses towards its desired position zdes . Depending on the terrain, the FTP control
algorithm may stop the foot before or after zdes based on force feedback indicating ground
contact. Touchdown times within this period will be positive because they occur after the
beginning of stance phase. During stance phase, the foot may be anywhere in the region
between zreq and zmin . Multiple paths are highlighted in red in Figure 3.3 to reflect this
possibility.
The touchdown times of Figure 5.2 are computed relative to the beginning of the stance
phase and represent the number of 10ms control steps required for the foot to reach the
ground. Because the touchdown times change based on the walking height of the robot,
a classifier model trained with this data directly would be sensitive to changes in walking
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height. One solution is to use training data collected from a spectrum of walking heights.
While achievable, the process is time consuming and there is no guarantee that the model
would generalize well to walking heights outside of those collected. A different approach
is to process the data in a way which removes the walking height dependency all together.
Since HexaBull III maintains no map of the terrain, it operates under the assumption that
the terrain is flat. Therefore, since the starting conditions for a step are always the same,
it is possible to compute the expected ground touchdown time. With this it is possible to
compute the error in touchdown time as the difference in the measured and expected times
texp = (zdes − zreq )/vF T P
(5.1)
terror = tmeas − texp
where vF T P is the fast depress velocity set by the FTP algorithm when no force is detected
at the foot. Using touchdown time error makes the data independent of walking height since
only the difference is reported.
The touchdown time provides useful information regarding terrain height, but paints
an incomplete picture. As an example, consider a situation where a foot touches down
at the edge of an obstacle but then slips off shortly thereafter. The FTP control algorithm
easily adapts to this change by continuing to depress the foot until another ground contact is
signaled or the foot reaches the edge of its usable workspace. In this example, there are more
than one touchdown times. Separately they do not properly convey the foot’s experience
over the step. In this example, a better way to characterize this step would be the total time
the foot spent in contact with the ground. This is referred to in this work as the support
time. Like the touchdown time, the support time is sensitive to the chosen walking height.
Since VF T P is constant across all steps, a taller walking height will lead to more in-air time
for the foot while a lower walking height leads to less in-air time. Since the length of the
stance phase, Tstance is constant for a given walking speed, an increased in the in-air time
of a foot leads to a corresponding decrease in the amount of achievable support time. The
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relationship between Tstance and the walking speed also means that there is dependency her
as well. Fortunately, because this relationship is known, it is possible to easily compute the
error between the measured and expected support times
texp = (zdes − zreq )/vz
(5.2)
terror = tmeas − (Tstance − texp )
where Tstance is the length of the stance period, calculated according the the stride period,
Tstride , and the stance duty factor, dstance as described in section 3.4.1

Tstance = Tstride × dstance

(5.3)

The support time accounts for all touchdown conditions, making the touchdown time unnecessary. As with the touchdown times, it is expected that with increasing terrain height a
corresponding increase in the variation of the support times should be seen. Figure 5.4 shows
the variance for 40 step trials of a single leg using the mild terrain workspace on terrains of
heights 1-7cm. The plot demonstrates an approximately exponential increase in the variance
of support time error with increasing terrain height.

5.2.2

Data Collection

All training and test data was collected using a simulated implementation of the HexaBull III robot in the Robot Builder simulation software[40] using the DynaMechs dynamics
engine[41]. Since the ultimate goal is to implement the classifier on the HexaBull III, the
simulated system was constructed according to its exact dimensions and weight and uses the
same control code so that the two would perform as closely as possible. The main benefit of
collecting data within the simulated environment is its ability to emulate a large number of
possible terrain conditions. This includes terrain height, size, stiffness, damping, and even
static and kinetic friction coefficients. In this work, only the terrain height parameter was
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Figure 5.4. The variance over 40 steps of data for terrains of heights 1-7 cm. Data was
collected with a walking height of 9 cm using the mild terrain workspace.
altered; all other values were held constant (see table 2.2 in section 2.3). Figure 5.5 shows
the simulated robot on a terrain consisting of randomly placed 5 cm blocks. The size of the
terrain in this image is approximately 10 m by 7 m, much larger than can be reasonably
managed within a lab environment. To promote good generalization of the classifier, new
randomized terrain was generated before each trial was started. Based on limitations for the
size of terrain that robot builder can support, the robot is limited to 40 steps in each trial
run. Table 5.1 summarizes the terrain and robot parameters for data collection.

5.2.3

Feature Selection

The robot keeps track of the touchdown and support times during each step and reports
their values once all six legs have completed their stance phase. When using the FTP
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Figure 5.5. Model of the HexaBull III robot in the RobotBuilder simulator. The terrain
pictured is modeled after a wooden stepfield with random placement of 5 cm tall blocks.
The random placement is derived from a uniform distribution.

Table 5.1. A summary of the terrains and robot parameters used for data collection.
Workspace
Flat
Mild
Rough

Terrain
Heights
1-3cm
1-7cm
1-10cm

Trials per
Terrain
9
9
12
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Steps per
Trial
40
40
40

Walking
Height
8cm
9cm
12cm

Step
Period
0.9s
2s
4s

control algorithm, the robot can take several steps to reach the desired walking height. On
flat terrain, this was measured to take as many as five steps depending on the walking speed
and starting conditions. Because the data from these steps exhibit different characteristics,
we choose to exclude them from all training, validation, and test data. Using equation 5.2 the
support time error is computed for each leg. Variance is computed within a sliding window
of size w that encompasses the current step along with a set number of past steps is used.
The first variance value is not computed until after the first w steps have been taken. At the
feature selection stage, the choice of window size affects the smoothness and total number
of processed points for the feature vector. A larger window produces a feature vector with
fewer points and less variation, while a smaller window produces a larger feature vector that
contains more variation among data. After the windowed variances are calculated, the values
for contralateral leg pairs are averaged together in order to reduce the number of features.
The total number of features in the feature matrix at this point in time is three.
While examining the processed data, it was discovered the data exhibited signs of a
dependence on walking height and speed despite having accounted for them in the calculation
of error. Figure 5.6 shows the 20 step-windowed variances of the support times for the front
leg pair for five different walking heights on 4cm terrain using the mild terrain workspace.
The walking speed was held constant according to two different stride periods, 2 s (5.6a) and
4 s (5.6b) . In both cases, there was a general trend of increased variance in support time
error as walking height increased. The walking speed also appears to affect the magnitude
and spread of the variance as well. The slower 4s stride period of Figure 5.6b demonstrates
both increased magnitude and spread of variance in comparison to that of Figure 5.6a.
To investigate the affect of speed, a similar test was performed where the height was held
constant and the robot walked at different speeds. Figure 5.7 shows the 20 step-windowed
variances of the support time error for the front leg pair for four different stride periods. The
walking height was held constant at 9 cm (5.7a) and 12 cm (5.7b) . As the stride period
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Figure 5.6. Windowed variance of support times at varied walking heights. The mild terrain
workspace was used and the walking speed, as determined by stride period, was held constant
at either 2 s (a) or 4 s (b) . The same terrain map with height variation of 4 cm was used
for each trial.
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decreased, indicating a slower walking speed, the variance increased. When the walking
height was increased, there was also a corresponding increase in the magnitude and spread
of the variance, just as seen with the constant speed data. It would appear that as walking
height and speed increase together, the support time variance grows quickly along side.
As it turns out, this effect is caused by the complicated relationship between walking
height, speed, workspace limits, terrain height, and the FTP control algorithm. The walking
height of the robot is directly correlated to the amount of vertical depression of the foot.
When the robot walks taller above the terrain, its foot is depressed farther, bringing it closer
to the edge of its workspace. While there is nothing inherently wrong with doing so, walking
at a taller height, and therefore with a foot depression closer to the edge of the workspace
limit, means that there is less vertical buffer left for the foot to adapt to terrain changes. In
practice, this means that as the robot walks higher above the terrain, there is an increased
chance that a large decrease in terrain height will leave the foot unable to make contact
with the ground. This event is problematic both for the stability of the robot and for the
classifier. One solution might be to lower the body until the offending foot makes contact
with the ground. However, because the robot has no internal map of the terrain or method
for ensuring that lowering the body does not lead to a collision with the terrain, this is not
currently possible. The only other solution is to wait until body drops due to a stance/swing
transition of the other legs supporting the body. The issue becomes more prevalent as the
leg operates closer to the edge of its workspace, such as it does when walking on terrains
with increased height variation or when the robot walks with a high desired walking height.
Since the FTP velocities are constant across all walking heights and speeds, longer stance
periods further exacerbate the issue by giving the FTP controller more time to raise the
body to the desired walking height. The relationship between each of these parameters is
complex and a solution for reducing the impact of this problem have not been explored in
this work. The understanding of the problem was instead used to choose a walking height
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.7. Windowed variance of support times at varied walking speeds, as determined by
stride period. The mild terrain workspace was used and the desired walking height was held
constant at either 9 cm (a) or 12 cm (b). The same terrain map with height variation of
4 cm was used for each trial.
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and speed compatible with each workspace’s intended performance goals that attempted to
decrease the negative impact on classifier accuracy.
Early in the design process, different ideas for classifier construction were proposed.
These ideas consisted of classifiers designed around possible methods for model construction
that centered on how data from the three workspaces would be combined. The first idea
proposed was to create a single model trained from the combined data of all three workspaces.
Preliminary results showed poor classification accuracy for this method. The reason for
this stems from the choice of walking height and speed for the rough terrain workspace.
By walking at a height that is close to the edge of its workspace and at a slow speed,
there is more variance due to an increase in the number of missed contacts. This could
possibly be mitigated by lowering the walking height and increasing the speed, however, these
parameters were chosen to help deal with the complexities of large changes in terrain height.
Compromising performance for the sake of classification accuracy is hardly a satisfactory
trade-off. Furthermore, the relationship between these two parameters, the terrain height,
and FTP control parameters also appears to be very complicated, making it difficult to
make effective changes to counteract the issue. This made the second approach of creating
individual models a better solution. Doing so isolates the workspaces from one another,
relegating the noisier data from the rough terrain workspace to its own model. To prevent
skewing the results, each of the models were trained using data collected at terrain heights
the robot is capable of walking on using a given workspace. In other words, the terrain
height was not allowed to exceed the limitations of the workspace being used.
Figures 5.8-5.10b show the averaged leg pair variances plotted against one another for
each workspace. In these examples, a window size of 20 steps was used for calculating
variance. The feature data for the flat terrain workspace is shown in Figure 5.8 and exhibits
excellent class separation in all dimensions. Because the workspace was designed to be used
on nearly flat terrain, it is only trained on data from terrains that fall into the flat and
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Figure 5.8. Feature set data for the flat terrain classifier.
mild classes. From the two classes that are available, a binary classifier will be built which
identifies data as a member or non-member of the flat class. Figure 5.9a shows the feature
data for the mild terrain workspace, demonstrating very good separation between the mild
and rough classes in all three dimensions. There is also very good separation between the flat
and mild classes as demonstrated in Figure 5.9b. There are a small number of rough class
points grouped together within the flat and mild classes. The feature data for the rough
terrain workspace is shown in Figures 5.10. In comparison to the other two workspaces,
the feature data from rough terrain workspace has a considerably higher range of variance.
There is also considerable overlap at the class boundaries.

5.2.4

Training Process

All training and testing was done offline using the Matlab interface for the LIBSVM
library[92]. Data used for the training process was split into training and validation sets.
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Figure 5.9. Feature set data for the mild terrain classifier. The split view shows the entire
feature set (a) as well as a closeup (b) of the flat terrain data not visible in (a).
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Figure 5.10. Feature set data for the rough terrain classifier.
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Figure 5.11. Accuracy results for the flat terrain classifier over a subset of the tested window
sizes. Larger window sizes lead to higher accuracy. Since all other window sizes achieved
100% accuracy, only the 4 and 6 step sizes are shown here.
To prevent features with larger numerical ranges from dominating features with a smaller
numerical range, all data was scaled linearly within the range [0,1] using min/max normalization. To find an optimal model, a grid search over the hyperparameters C and γ was
performed. For each possible combination of C and γ, a model was trained using the training
set and its accuracy assessed with the validation set. The model with the highest accuracy
was then chosen for testing. K-fold cross validation was not used. A classifier corresponding
to each workspace was constructed from the relevant data.

5.3

Single Terrain Experiments
To asses the strength of the classification approach described above, each of the models

were tested using simulation data collected from all terrain heights suitable for their cor-
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Figure 5.12. Accuracy results for the mild terrain classifier over a subset of the tested window
sizes. Larger window sizes lead to higher accuracy. The 12, 14, and 20 step window sizes
each achieved 100% accuracy and are not shown here.
responding workspace. The test data was collected using the same method described in
section 5.2.2. It is important to note here that this data was never used at any stage in
the training process. This is key to ensuring that the test results are not skewed because of
unintentional bias due to data leakage. The results here should serve as a good indication
of the model’s ability to generalize to unseen data. To understand the effects of window size
on the accuracy of classification, each model was trained using several window sizes. The
mean classification accuracy for each model is listed in Table 5.2.
Figure 5.11 illustrates the classification accuracy against the tested terrain height for
a subset of the window sizes. The flat terrain classifier uses a binary model with labels
for flat (1-2 cm) and mild (3cm). The accuracy for the classifier is 100% starting with a
window size of 8 steps. With window sizes of 4 and 6 steps, the accuracy falls slightly to
96.24% and 97.0% respectively. The mild terrain classifier also did very well in these tests as
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Window Size

Table 5.2. Mean classification accuracy across multiple terrains per workspace. The two
variations of the rough terrain classifier
Flat
4 96.24
6 97.70
8 100
10 100
12 100
14 100
20 100

Classifier Mean Accuracy
Mild Rough (2-class) Rough (3-class)
92.86
82.74
76.45
96.06
87.07
81.21
99.21
87.04
83.89
99.14
90.00
88.20
100
91.52
89.35
100
90.4
89.76
100
89.00
89.00

evidenced by the mean accuracy results from Table 5.2. This classifier uses a 3-class model
with labels for flat (1-2cm), mild (3-5 cm), and rough (6-7 cm). The lowest mean accuracy
of 92.86% was achieved with a window size of 4 steps. With window sizes of 8 to 20 steps, it
achieves 99-100% accuracy. A subset of the window sizes that did not achieve 100% accuracy
are shown in Figure 5.12. The classifier appears to have difficultly at the 3 cm and 6 cm
terrain heights, each of which represent a class boundary. It is likely that the data at these
points does not differ much from their neighboring class, increasing the rate of classification
errors. Increasing the window size helps to solve this issue. The flat terrain classifier also
saw increased error at 3 cm, which is the lowest terrain height in the mild class.
Two different models were created for the rough terrain classifier. The first divided the
data into 3 classes with labels flat (1-2 cm), mild (3-5 cm), and rough (6-10 cm). The results
are listed in Table 5.2 and a subset of the plotted classification accuracy values are shown
in Figure 5.13b . Classification accuracy for this model struggled in the 4-6cm range of the
terrain, dropping as low as 37% for the 4 step window. Increasing the window size increased
the accuracy within this range, with the exception of the 20 step window. Outside of this
range, accuracy above 90% was achievable with a window size of at least 8 steps. Since
there was significant overlap between the feature data, as shown by Figure 5.10, the poor
accuracy shown here can likely be attributed to the noisiness of the data. To determine if
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reducing the number of classes could improve the quality of the model, a 2-class model was
created with labels mild (1-5 cm) and rough (6-10 cm). A subset of the classification results
for this model are shown in Figure 5.13a and the mean accuracies for each window size are
listed in Table 5.2. This model still struggles in the 4-6 cm range, but the results are much
improved over the 2-class model. The small window sizes of 4 and 6 steps saw the most
improvement, increasing by 24% and 28% respectively at the 4cm terrain height. The 8 and
12 step window sizes each increased by 13% at the same height. There was also an increase
in accuracy in the 1-3 cm range for all but the 14 and 20 step window sizes. In the 6-10 cm
terrain height range, there was little to no increase in accuracy for any window size. By
combining the flat class with the mid class, the model no longer distinguishes data between
these two classes and the accuracy results reflect this.
For all four models investigated here, window size was an important factor in the determination of classification accuracy. In most cases, increasing the window size lead to higher
classification accuracy rates. As seen with the rough terrain classifier, a large window size
can lead to a lower classification accuracy on terrains that are difficult for the model to distinguish. These tests, though helpful for assessing a classifier’s ability to correctly identify
individual terrain heights, overly simplifies the problem of classification on changing terrain.
To address this a series of tests on mixed terrain were necessary.

5.4

Mixed Terrain Experiments
To assess the ability of the classifier to adapt to changes in terrain height, a series of tests

on mixed terrain were performed. In these tests, the terrain map was split in two and each
side randomized with blocks of a different size. The robot was commanded to walk 40 steps
across the terrain and the support times were recorded and used for offline classification.
The robot’s body center was also tracked so that the ground truth labels of the terrain could
be used for comparison against the prediction output.
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Figure 5.13. Accuracy results for the rough terrain classifier over a subset of the tested window
sizes. Results from 2-class (a) and 3-class (b) models show the 2-class design achieves higher
mean accuracy. A subset of the tested window sizes are shown here for clarity.
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5.4.1

Effects of Window Size

As with the terrain single terrain tests, the window size plays a very important role in
the accuracy of the classification. Since the tests of the previous section only classified data
from terrain of a single height, it is logical that a larger window size would increase accuracy
since it would act to smooth the data. Like any filter, when the data is not expected to
change, a smoother signal eliminates unwanted noise. However, in the even that the data
is expected to change, increasing the window size can have negative effects on the output
response time. Figure 5.14 shows the outcome of two different terrain tests using window
sizes of 6 and 12 steps with the mild terrain workspace. The mild terrain classifier was
chosen for analysis because of its low noise characteristics. In each plot, the top portion
shows the windowed support time variance of each leg pair while the bottom portion shows
the classification output. The dashed vertical line represents the step where the robot’s
body center encounters the change in terrain height. The black and red lines in the smaller
bottom plot of each figure represent the ground truth and predicted labels respectively. As
expected, increasing the window size reduces the response time of the data, leading to fewer
large changes in variance. Because the window size is larger, it also takes longer for the
first prediction to be made. By comparing each column, the affects of window size on the
response time of the classifier can be analyzed.
Figures 5.14a and 5.14c show the robot’s performance on a terrain that transitions from
1 cm to 7 cm in height. The ground truth label changes from flat to rough at step 22. Using
a window size of 6 steps sees the transition begin at step 19 and end at step 23, for a 4 step
transition period that ends 1 step after the ground truth label. Using a 12 step window, the
transition begins at step 20 and ends at step 26, for a 6 step transition period that ends 4
steps after the ground truth label. During these transition periods, the classifier incorrectly
outputs a mild terrain classification as the robot comes into contact with the terrain. This
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.14. Results of two mixed terrain tests using the mild terrain workspace and two
different window sizes. The top portion of each plot shows the windowed support time
variance of each leg pair and smaller bottom portion shows the classification output. The
dashed vertical line represents the step where the robot’s body center encounters the change
in terrain height. The black and red lines in the smaller bottom plot of each figure represent
the ground truth and predicted labels respectively.
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is not unexpected since, by the time the body center has reached the terrain change, the
front legs have already been in contact with the terrain for 1-2 steps before the middle legs
make contact. This helps to explain why the classifier output begins to transition earlier
than the ground truth. Given that the classifier uses windowed variance for input data, it
would be very difficult for the transition to happen in a single step as the ground truth does.
In fact, changing classifications so quickly would likely be detrimental to robot performance
and stability since it would tend to follow large changes in terrain rather than treating them
as noise. A two step misclassification occurs towards the end of the test when using the 6
step window. This misclassification is the downside to using a smaller window size that is
more susceptible to noise in the input data. Figures 5.14b and 5.14d show data collected
from terrains of the same height, but with the transition direction being from a higher terrain
height to a lower height. In comparison to the early start of the transition in the low to
high tests, going from high to low appears to begin later than the ground truth label change.
Using a window size of 6 steps sees the transition begin at step 26 and end at step 28, for
a 2 step transition period that ends 2 steps after the ground truth label. Using a 12 step
window, the transition begins at step 30 and ends at step 34, for a 4 step transition period
that ends 8 steps after the ground truth label. Together, these results seem to indicate that
increasing window sizes has a stronger affect on transitioning downward in terrain height.
The reason for this difference is not yet understood.

5.4.2

Testing Parameters

To better understand how well each of the terrain classifiers perform, a variety of test
terrains conforming to two general patterns were performed. The first type places the robot
on terrains that share the same height difference, but in which the direction of change is
opposite of one another. In other words, this test seeks to demonstrate any differences in
a low-to-high transition versus a high-to-low transition. The second type of test tries to
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simultaneously compare terrain transitions of different magnitude (e.g a 1 cm change vs
a 2 cm change) while also looking at how well the classifier works with at different terrain
heights within the scope of that classifier. Based on the observations on the effects of window
size, a single window size of 8 steps was chosen to be used for all three classifiers. This size
was not chosen with any sort of optimization method, but solely based on the observations
over the course this research. A window size of 8 appears to be a good choice for decreasing
the effects of noise in the input without causing excessive delay in classification.
Results for the tests below are presented in three forms: plots identical to those in
Figure 5.14 that show classification output against the ground truth, a table of classification
accuracies for other window sizes, and a confusion matrix illustrating the combined results of
all tests for each classifier. The accuracy values in these tests should not be considered very
robust because of differences in the number of sample sizes that arise from using different
window sizes. As the window size increases, so to do the number of output predictions for
comparison. A better method for comparing accuracy would be to perform a much larger
number of tests with the same parameters and randomized terrain so that the difference in
sample sizes could be minimized. However, because of the exploratory nature of this work,
only quantitative commentary will be provided here.

5.4.3

Flat Terrain Classifier

Figure 5.15 shows the results for a combination of the tests on the direction and magnitude
of transition. The larger 2 cm gap tests in Figures 5.15a and 5.15c exhibit longer transition
times than their 1 cm counterparts in Figures 5.15b and 5.15d. Interestingly, there doesn’t
seem to be any correlation between early or late transition and the direction of the terrain
height change. Since the terrains here low in height, it is entirely possible that the direction
dependent behavior seen in section 5.4.1 is partially dependent itself on the terrain height
or the relative difference between terrain heights. The confusion matrix of Figure 5.16
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Table 5.3. Classification accuracies for several tests using the flat terrain classifier and different window sizes.
Classification Accuracy
1-3 cm 3-1 cm 2-3 cm 3-2 cm
4 75.758 84.848 78.788 93.939
6 80.645 70.968 77.419 90.323
8 82.759 82.759 86.207 96.552
10 77.778 92.593 88.889 96.296
12
76
88
96
96
helps to further illustrate the classification accuracy for each terrain class. The classifier
misclassifies less than 2% of the flat terrains but more than 22% of the mild terrain classes.
These numbers, however, are not necessarily indicative of a poorly performing classifier.
The higher rate in misclassification of mild terrain is likely due to the delay in transition
between classes when the terrain height changes. This is seen with all three classifiers and
is a drawback to a force-based solution for terrain classification where the robot must first
interact with the terrain before being able to classify.

5.4.4

Mild Terrain Classifier

Since extensive evaluation on tests involving the transition direction were already completed for the mild terrain classifier in section 5.4.1, they will not be covered again here.
Figure 5.17 shows the results of different magnitude terrain height changes. Of the four,
Figure 5.17b is the only one not to cross over into a different class. The results here are
nearly perfect save for a single misclassification at the last step that coincides with an odd
spike in variance. Of note here are the tests on display in Figures 5.17c and 5.17d, where
the robot crosses upward from the mild to rough class. In both cases, the model nearly
consistently misclassified the 4 cm terrain as rough for some unknown reason. This is odd
considering the 4 cm terrain was classified with high accuracy at or near 100% with all
window sizes in the single terrain tests. The cause for this currently unknown. The small
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Figure 5.15. Results of four mixed terrain tests using the flat terrain workspace and a window
size of 8 steps.
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Figure 5.16. Confusion matrix for classification of mixed terrain tests using the flat terrain
classifier.
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Table 5.4. Classification accuracies for several tests using the mild terrain classifier and
different window sizes.
Classification Accuracy
2-3 cm 4-5 cm 4-6 cm 4-7 cm
4 84.848 87.879 63.636 63.636
6 93.548 90.323 58.065 74.194
8 93.103 93.103 58.621 62.069
10 92.593 92.593 66.667 88.889
12
72
96
60
60
transition from 2-3 cm in Figure 5.17a showed early transition behavior in line with what
was previously discussed. Figure 5.18 illustrates the combined results of all the tests in a
confusion matrix. As with the flat terrain classifier, there is a tendency toward misclassification of each terrain with its neighboring class. This is also likely due to the delay in
transition after a terrain height change.

5.4.5

Rough Terrain Classifier

Figure 5.19 show the results from tests that differ in transition direction. The downward
transition performed as expected, with a long delayed transition of 7 steps after the ground
truth. This behavior is consistent with the results from section 5.4.1. The upward transition,
however, appears to have had difficulty discerning between the two terrains. This is likely
due to the large difference in terrain height. When the robot transitions to a much higher
terrain height, it can be subject to body instabilities for a few steps as the robot adapts to
the new terrain. The large dip at steps 25 and 26 followed by the large jump between steps
27 and 30 would seem to indicate that the robot was experiencing difficulties adapting to
the large change. Had the robot been given more time, the data likely would have settled
after the noisy data was pushed out of the window.
Figure 5.20 shows a set of tests for terrain height changes ranging from 1-4 cm across
a variety of different terrain heights. Large sections of Figure 5.20a and the first half of
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Figure 5.17. Results of tests using the mild terrain classifier that look at different terrain
height changes throughout the classifier’s range. 4 cm terrain is consistently misclassified
classified as rough terrain in both (c) and (d). The cause for this is unknown.
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Figure 5.18. Confusion matrix for classification of mixed terrain tests using the mild terrain
classifier.
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Figure 5.19. Results of tests using rough terrain classifier that illustrate the difference in the
transition direction. The classifier had trouble holding the classification when the terrain
height increased.
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Table 5.5. Classification accuracies for several tests using the rough terrain classifier and
different window sizes.
Classification Accuracy
1-9 cm 9-1 cm 1-3 cm 5-8 cm 6-10 cm 4-5 cm
4 75.758 90.909 90.909 69.697 81.818 63.636
6 90.323 83.871 87.097 70.968 80.645 51.613
8 75.862 75.862
100
79.31
79.31
51.724
10 51.852 85.185
100
62.963 92.593 51.852
12
56
76
100
56
88
36
Figure 5.20d confirm what was discovered in the single terrain tests of the rough terrain
classifier: that terrains between 4-6 cm in height are susceptible to poor classification results.
The 5 cm terrain is classified surprisingly well in Figure 5.20c, though the upward transition of
the terrain is late in this example instead of being early as has been seen in other examples.
The second portion of Figure 5.20d and all of Figure 5.20b each achieve 100% accuracy.
Again, these results are unsurprising given that the 1-3 cm and 7-10 cm terrain ranges each
achieved high accuracy in the single terrain tests. Figure 5.21 illustrates the combined results
of all the tests in a confusion matrix. The rough classifier combines the flat and mild classes
into a single class, denoted here as “not-rough”. The misclassification rate for this combined
class (16..91%) is comparable to those of the flat (18.48%) and mild (12.03%) classes for the
mild terrain classifier. The comparably high misclassification rate of the rough class (34.29%)
demonstrates the difficult this classifier had given the high variation in the training data.

5.4.6

Voting Window

Small window sizes have demonstrated their usefulness in reducing the number of transition steps needed for a classification change. However, faster response time also means
the classifier output is prone to frequent misclassification. Increasing the window size helps
to reduce these effects, but can also reduce response times. Another approach is to use
a “majority rule” voting scheme to choose the output based on the class with the largest
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Figure 5.20. Results of tests using the rough terrain classifier that look at different terrain
height changes throughout the classifier’s range. Unsurprisingly, (a) and (d) have long runs
of misclassification, likely due to being in the 4-6 cm range where the classifier was shown
to have troubles
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Figure 5.21. Confusion matrix for classification of mixed terrain tests using the rough terrain
classifier.
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Figure 5.22. Results after applying a 5 step voting window. The windowed classifier output
for each steps is denoted by the dotted blue line. In both cases, the voting strategy helped
to reduce the misclassifications, but was unable to eliminate them entirely.
presence within a given time period. This can be implemented via a sliding window over
the classifier outputs that tallies the number of predicted outputs for each class. The class
with the majority share of the outputs is selected as the output for the classifier. Figure 5.22
shows two of the previous examples with a 5 step voting window applied. In both cases, the
voting strategy reduced movement of the data, but not always for the better. The voting
scheme does not differentiate between correct or incorrect classification results, it simply
reduces noise. Additionally, voting using a windowed systems leads to increased delay at
startup (unless the classifier output is used in its place until the output window fills) and
also delays transitions depending on the size of the window used.

5.5

Conclusion
A method for classifying terrain based on the degree of height variation was presented

here. The variance of support time information derived from force feedback during walking
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was used as the only source of data for the classification problem. The results indicate that
a significant amount of information regarding terrain height variation can be conveyed by
force feedback during walking. The classifier was verified with extensive testing on terrains
of a single height and for terrains of mixed height.
The flat and mild terrain classifiers demonstrated very good accuracy on both single and
mixed terrain tests. The choice of window size on plays a significant role in the accuracy of
the classifiers. For the single terrain tests of the flat and mild terrain classifiers, there was
a direct correlation between larger window sizes and higher mean accuracy. The flat and
mild terrain classifiers were able to achieve a minimum mean accuracy of approximately 96%
and 93% respectively. Both were able to to achieve 100% accuracy with an appropriately
sized window. The rough terrain classifier demonstrated a significant decrease in accuracy
in the 4-6 cm range of terrains, with accuracy scores mostly within a range 60-65% for a
classifier based on a 2-class model. Increasing window lead to an increase in accuracy in
most cases, but there was some indication that too large of a window size could lead to
lower accuracy scores. Outside of the 4-6 cm range, the classifier performed very well, easily
achieving accuracy scores of 100% for window sizes of more than 10 steps. Testing showed
that a 2-class model outperformed a 3-class model for terrain heights of 4 cm or less.
On mixed terrain, the rough terrain classifier seems to have more difficulties in consistently classifying the output, especially in the range of 4-6 cm terrain and large increases
in terrain height. The likely culprit appears to be related to the use of a constant slow
depress across all speeds and walking heights. There is evidence that lower slow depress at
slower speeds could help solve the issue. There is also some interplay between these two and
walking height as well, so a thorough study of the effects of these two walking parameters
on the classifiers classification performance would be necessary.
The choice of window size was determined to be a significant factor in the success rate of
the classifier. While larger window sizes lead to higher classification accuracy on terrains of
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a single height, this was not necessarily true of a test that crossed terrain heights. Because
the window size serves as a form of short term memory for the classifier, larger windows
remember more information from past steps that helps to filter out noise in the data and
contribute to increased smoothing. While this is good for heights of a single terrain, or heights
within the same terrain class, it can lead to incorrect classifications and longer transition
times for mixed terrain. Conversely, a smaller window chooses to remember less information
about past steps and is able to adapt to changes in the data more quickly. This serves to
decrease transition times, but can also lead the classifier output to reflect noise in the input
data stream. Computing the mode of a sliding window over the classifier output can help
to decrease the number of misclassifications due to input data noise. This work does not
present a method for choosing an optimal window size. Like the choice of slow depress rate
for the FTP algorithm, choosing a window size must be done according to the performance
requirements.
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CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

6.1

Summary
This work presented three primary contributions pursuant with the the goal of improving

legged locomotion on complex, unknown terrains. The first was a force feedback mechanism
that equates rotation of a stiff leg about a passive joint at the hip to the corresponding
GRF normal to the foot. The mechanism was implemented on a hexapod robot and has
undergone extensive testing and verification that proves its worth. The second contribution
was a method for reducing the complex workspaces of robot legs into simplified shapes for
use by a low-level, force feedback control algorithm for adapting feet to changes in terrain
height. An automated approach for generating foot trajectories for a wide variety of walking
maneuvers was also presented that drastically reduces the motion planning effort for legged
robots. The final contribution was a method for classifying terrain height information using
only force feedback information for making informed decisions regarding walking parameters.
The classifier was designed to classify terrain height into on of three categories corresponding
to three parallelogram-based workspaces.

6.2

Future Work
Future work for the contributions presented here primarily center around the terrain

classification approach. While support time derived from force feedback was very effective
by itself, the addition of more sensory modalities could help to account for some of its
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shortcomings. Body velocities, body pitch, and force feedback sequences could fill in the
gap between steps left by the current method. A more complex approach neural network
approach could be used to construct a more reliable system capable of learning. It was
discovered that the speed independent nature of the FTP algorithm’s slow depress velocity
can cause stability issues when the system walks slow and tall. This lead to noisy data that
made it difficult to train a model capable of truly robust classification standards. In order
for the current method to succeed, a proper solution for mapping the slow depress speed to
walking speed is needed.
Since the work here was exploratory in nature, there was no implementation of the
classifier on the HexaBull III robot. The major obstacle in the way of this now is the
difference between the force profiles of the simulated and physical system despite the author’s
best efforts to make them as similar as possible. It is possible that there exists a currently
unknown relationship between the two systems that could be extracted to form a mapping
between them. If this were accomplished, it could allow the simulator trained models to
work on the the physical robot.
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APPENDIX A
HARDWARE COMPONENT SPECIFICATIONS

Table A.1. Robotis Dynamixel MX-28T actuator specifications
MX-28T Specifications
Operating Voltage
14.8 V
12 V
31.6 kg·cm 25.5 kg·cm
Holding Torque 439 oz·in
354 oz·in
3.1 N ·m
2.5 N ·m
No-load Speed 67 RP M
55 RP M
Weight
72 g
Size
35.6 x 50.6 x 35.5 mm
Resolution
0.088◦
Reduction Ratio
1/193
◦
Operating Angle 360 or Continuous Turn
Max Current
1.4A @ 12V
Standby Current
100 mA
◦
Operating Temp
−5 C ∼ 85◦ C
Protocol TTL Asynchronous Serial
Module Limit
254 valid addresses
Com Speed
8000 bps ∼ 3 M bps
Position Feedback
Yes
Temp Feedback
Yes
Load Voltage Feedback
Yes
Input Voltage Feedback
Yes
Compliance/PID
Yes
Metal Gears &
Material
Engineering Plastic Body
Motor
Maxon RE-MAX
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Table A.2. Robotis OpenCM9.04 microcontroller specifications
OpenCM-9.04 Specifications
Operating Voltage
5 V - 16 V
Dimensions
27 x 66.5 mm
CPU STM32F103CB (ARM Cortex-M3)
Clock
72 M Hz
Flash
128 Kb
SRAM
20 Kb
Dynamixel Protocol
TTL
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